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Disappearance
~eported

Monday Night;
Body' Discovered
Late Friday
By Hwan-joo.Moon
Managing Editor

Heidi Huang being consoled by her husband Barry Li, Her stster, Yankum Huang, fell toher death
from the 13th floor ladies' room of the 18th Street building. (photolNew York Post)
,
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elosedAecouDtingC
-s-Leave Students- 'Out 'of Luck"
By' Karrine-M&ntaque
Contributing Writer

Session Student Government)

After attempting to register for closed
accounting courses, students found themselves out of luck when they were turned
away by adrninistrators
in the accounting
,
department. '
Members' of the Evening Session Student
Assembly were also turned away after inquir~igll(ilJfot:~at!l!,!: ~n
-ing .abour-ctass a\I ailability- Befeee-thestart-of
the spring semester, ESSA appealed, to the
accounting department to add a new section
of Principles ofAccounting, A~C 2203, since
40 students complained that aU 'sections were'
closed. Students were directed to. check
BOSS~ Baruch's automated registration system, for open sections, since a, few seats
vidual basis, but on a global basis, in providwould be added. '
The department is iIl-equipped to accom- ing seats for students."
Inspite of student's frustrations, four secmodate the influx of freshman and transfer
students, according to Steven Lilien, chair for _lions of scheduled accounting courses were
combined into two sections. These courses
the accounting department. 4"1 do not have the
right information on how to manage," Lllien. are Principles of Accounting 3100 and 3200,
admitted. "I have to approach situations glob- which currently have 80 and 64 students

"I do not have the
__
_
'how to manage, 1 .
have to: approach situationsglobally: "
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DSSG-ESSA Union Passes Activity Fees
Despite Low Voter Turnout May Change
Interim President Gronholm Recognizes Referendum

-

A Less·on. in Self-Acceptance

Staff Writer

One Man's Struggle with School, Identity and Life

By Sara Garibaldi
Staff Writer

By Jon Minners
The Undergraduate Student Government referendum. is over
and the votes have been counted. The results? Not enough
Baruch students participated in the school-wide ballot to validate the outcome.
However, on March 16 Interim President Lois S. Cronholm
stepped in and recognized USG. ESSA and· DSSG petitioned
Cronholm to waive the 15 percent voter participation requirement in order to move forward on the issue of student government unification. The waiver' means recognition ofUSG and the
elimination of ESSA and DSSG.
"It's hard to be an advocate for students who aren't motivated." said Karrine Montaque, president of Evening Session
Student Assembly. A total of 650 legal votes were counted. with
565 students voting in support of the creation of USG and 85
students voting against the measure. Approximately 1,500 votes
were required to fulfill the College stipulation of 15 percent
voter participation in any referendum in order for the results to
be recognized.
With approval from the Student Elections and Governance
Review Committee. the final vote-count had been delayed a
week from the original ending date of March 5 after approximately 500 ballots had been collected "Not too good," was the
reaction of Druvesh Bechu, the vice president of Day Session
Student Government. when asked about the level of voter
turnout. Students had been given the option of submitting their
checked ballots in boxes located in lobbies "of all Baruch College
buildings. turning them in to the Student Life Office on the 15th
floor of 360 Park Avenue South or mailing in their ballots using
prepaid envelopes sent to all registered Baruch undergraduate
students in late Februarv.
Montaque and Bechu were divided as to the effectiveness of
mail-in balloting, but both attributed the low voter turnout to
lack of student interest on this particular issue. We should have
taken advantage of both mail-in balloting and voting booths on
campus:' said Montaque. This' was the first time mail-in voting
had been tried by either of the current student governments:
Students voted on the proposed merger of DSSG and ESSA
into a single government with a single constitution. Copies of
the constitution were included in the undergraduate ballot rnail-.
~

News Editor

mg.

Bcchu is happy that a decision on the referendum by
Cronholm was made quickly. before the upcoming student government elections for the Fall 1999 semester. to be held in May.
Both Bechu and Montaque expressed their support for the
creation of USG because redundant positions within the student
governments would be eliminated.
Bechu cited the need for a more effective and credible student

Upon receiving the bill for the spring "99 semester, many
daytime students found their student activity fees increased
by $10. Soon. these student activity fees could be changed
agam.
With the recogrution of the Undergraduate Student
Government there will most likely be a second referendum
asking for the fee to be increased, and will
voted on later
this semester.
According to Carl Aylrnan, director of student life, the
idea of restructuring fees is to bring the fee schedules into
compliance with one another. In order to do so, the whole
svstem must be reworked. What this could mean is a substantial increase in evening student activity fees, and a possible decrease in day student activity fees.
According to the Baruch student bulletin, activity fees
are divided amongst four groups: fuJI-time day and fulltime evening students. and part-time day and part-time
evening students. As of the current semester, full-time day
students pay $70, while fuJI-time evening students pay
$35.85. Part-time day students pay $40.85, and part-time
evening students pay $23.85 for student activity fees.
The amount paid is determined by how much certain
services. such as the student center, student government.
clubs, athletics. media, child care and health care are used
by each of the four different types of students.
"The way 1 see it now. evening fees haven't changed in
the past 30 years:' said Karrine Montaque, president of
Evening Session Student Assembly.
According to Aylrnan. evening fees haven't changed
since 1968. while daytime fees for both full-time and parttime students have gone through repeated increases.
As of now, there is not a necessity for a new fee structure. The total number of day and. evening. students usually
stays the same.
In fact. students could find loopholes in the system, but
-should realize that there is VII:: VIIC-prcr '1 . . to Dl.:in:::- u
full-time ev ening student. and pay ing less student activity
fees. All a student has to do is register for more eveninzc
courses than day courses. and almost $35 is cut from their
student activ it: fees. and they still get all the benefits.
However. if you take three day courses and three evening
courses. you are considered a full-time day student.
There is a way to eliminate this loophole, according to
Aylrnan ... It is a goal to eliminate day and evening fees and
make a part-time and full-time student activity fee:' he said.

Ix:

~

,

ESSA President Karrine Montaque and DSSG President
Lennox Henry. (Photo/Julie Mae Dojillo)

.

After being. out of school fer more than six years, Raymond Green decided to come back to Baruch. "I didri't want to have any loose ends
and wanted to finish what I started," he-says. (Photo/Elaine Wu)
By Elaine Wu
Senior Staff Writer
When Raymond Green went to his freshmen orientation at Baruch College in 1982 he
was intimidated by a counselor's comment. "1
was told that very little people graduate in four
years." he recalls..
However. he didn't expect to graduate 17
years later. The 34-year-old real estate mortgage underwriter and part-time English maior
at night will be walking down the aisle in
Madison Square Garden this .June for his
undergraduate diploma.
-It would be nice if mv
. lover is at rnv., grad~~~~LT.ati1JT1.=-S~.~ Green. who's currently single. He

~

government than the current system of dual representation. and
'explained that credibility issues have arisen in the past when
input on behalf of day session students had been dismissed as
unrepresentative of the
entire undergraduate student bodv,
,
- bv
. the
administration. "One government is better than t\\ 0." said
Bechu. "We haven't had a student leader to represent the entire
college."
Montaque referred to the changed nature of the ev cning student body as another reason for unification. and explained that
when ESSA was formed years ago. evening session students and
curriculum were much different from those of the day session
students. "Differences between day and evening students todav
are in schedule only:' said Montaque.
-

L
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Social Security
Is Hot 'Topic
At Policy Breakfast

Due to MeFger

By Shan-san Wu

~,'

-

points out that his nine-year-old son, his exwife and possibly one of his ex-boyfriends will
be at the ceremony.
"There were times when I beat myself over
the head for not graduating sooner," Green
says. "But the experience has been so great.
I' ve learned so much."
An ..A" student in high school, Green
expected to graduate from Baruch in four years
when he first started. But in 1986, after his
mother's death. Green decided to take some
time otf. He became financially independent
from his family at age 21, workingduring the
day to bring in money 10 support himself.and.
to pay h is father rent for 'living under his roof.
T hen later that year, Green decided to tie

the knot with a girl he met at his church.
"When I first met her I didn't think she was
going to be my wife," he says, shaking his
head and smiling. "But my mother said. 'Why
don't you consider Sandra?'"
So like one happy family, he celebrated his
marriage to Sandra with friends, family and
people from church.
To support his family. Green worked two
jobs. He was a bookkeeper during the day and
a waiter at nig.bt-,--rhi~scl}~<:!!!Je kept him busy __ .
but he still took time out to be a preacher at his
church.

Continued on page 7

Most young workers today can expect a
negative return on their Social Security
taxes. receiving less in benefits than they
paid in taxes. if the current system continues.
Social Security is in great need of reform.
By the year 2013, around the time the baby
boomers will be retiring. Social Security
will be paying out more than it takes in.
Many institutions, reform groups and
individuals have been developing an alternative to the current system. Rather than
paying taxes into a communal fund, individuals could redirect their payroll taxes into
individually owned, privately invested
accounts, similar to 401 K plans and individual Retirement Accounts. This alternative
system is referred to as "Privatizing Social
Security."
Dr. Robert D. Reischauer, senior fellow
at the Brookings Institution, laid out his
argument against privatizing social security.
"Half of today's population does riot know
the difference between a stock and a bond,"
Reischauer said. "So how are we supposed
to trust them to invest individually, without
the government's influerrce, into their own
pri vate accounts?"
On March 9. at the Conference Center.
the school of public affairs held .a public
policy breakfast where the hot topic of privatizing Social Security was discussed.
,Guest speakers. Reischauer and Dr.
Carolyn L. Weaver. resident scholar at the
American Enterprise Institute. discussed
their opposing views about reform ing Social
Security.
A wide variety of attendees ranging from
students and faculty. to members of the
Social Security Administration. took part in
the 'discussion:' .
CarrollSeron. acting dean of the school
Continued on page .7
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(the place that artists such as Total, Puff
Daddy, ROm.t Tom BrotoJl ami W1t TallfJ C1aJl) has an out-standing internship opportunity based -in the New York City area for a
_ _JL-.lDlOtimJ~_~entbusiastic,creative individual who love.
J.hta
Itlaek mUie.
Just a few requirements:

all.

Total number of legal votes cast: 650
Total number of votes in the affirmative: 565

• M.IJII be a college student!!! (soph/jr., hopefully)

Total number of votes in the negative: 85

• Must have access to a working car.
• Must have passion and energy for the music.
-R----4---.t~r suceessfw oompletion-of-mtePlShip,-serious consideration for a
,REAL job within one of the,BMO Entertainment companies!

Illegal Votes
Total number of illegal votes cast: 75

Breakdown of Illegal Votes
Total ballots indicating both a

"yes" and "no" vote: 3

.------------------- -------------------------~

Total ballots voted as an abstention: I
Total ballots cast by the same individual: 4
Total ballots by a graduate student: I
Total ballots submitted by individuals· not found in the student registry: 10
Total ballots submitted without a name: 54

Total ballots submitted by individuals not registered for Spring Semester 1999: ,2
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This is a paid internship ~tb a monthly stipend of $220 in addition to
$5.25/hr. saJ8ry. We request 20 hours per week (we work with your
schedule). Those interested please fax or send a resume for immediate
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Financial Concerns are the
Focus at Student Roundtable
,...

By Bryan Fleck
News Editor
I

Key CUNY administrators joined Baruch
leaders in the second annual Student
Roundtable discussion. blasting Albany for its
._ lack of financial support. on March 11. here at
Baruch.
Lester Jacobs. interim university dean for
student affairs· and enrollment services. discussed such issues of importance as the CUNY
budget. proposed TAP increases and remediation phase out.
Jacobs expressed his worries over the
CUNY budget's lack of support from the state.
CUNY has requested a 15 percent increase in
its budget. The budget has been at a virtual
standstill since 1995. the last time that the cost
of living and inflation was taken into account.
According to Jacobs. the CUNY needs more
money to pay for more full-time faculty, better
libraries. child care services and to fund such
projects as CUNY CAP and the CUNY citizenship project.
Governor George- E. Pataki has only

'I \.\.

I

I

approved 0.08 percent of the budget, according
to Jacobs. "This effectively puts us at a standstill:' said Jacobs.
There we~e only 35 cuts out of 985 items in
CUNY's proposed budget. but according to
Jacobs. small cuts bring decreased services.
A majorproposed cut involves the Tuition
Assistance Program. Pataki has proposed
increasing the number of credits needed to
receive TAP from 12 to 15. Furthermore, for
the poorest CUNY students. TAP pays for 90
percent of their tuition. Under Patakis proposal that number will decrease to 75 percent.
"Our 'students would lose $36 million:' said
Jacobs. citing estimates provided byPataki's
office. According to research conducted by
CUNY. however. CUNY students will lose
approximately $100 million.
hi addition. if a student who is taking 15 or
more class credits drops or fails one or more
courses. bringing their total credits below 15. a
20 percent penalty will be incurred 'on their
next TAP payment.
Jacobs also talked about the recent decision
by the CUNY Board of Trustees to phase out

.\ ! ) \' \ "\ 1 \
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remediation in CUNY senior colleges. and
more specifically the Schmidt Commission.
The Schmidt Commission is named after
Benno Schmidt. Jr., the chair of the task force
appointed by Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani to
explore CUNY's mission. Schmidt will
announce the panel's findings at the highly
anticipated conference of the National Center
for the Study of Collective Bargaining' in
Hieber
Education and the Professions. to be .
eheld at Baruch College on April 19 and 20.
Schmidt. a former president of Yak
University, runs the Edison Project. a private
corporation that provides educati~n in public
schools.
According to Jacobs. Schmidt is in the business of taking over public schools and privativing them. which. Jacobs believes. represents a
conflict of interest.
Comparing CUNY to corporations. Jacobs
said. "Their corporation makes money. our corporation provides the people who make
money.

~C~ 17, 1999.
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Public Schools
Seeking CUNY's
TOP Students

Christopher Kim~ich,CUNYInterim
Chancellor (Photo/Archive)
By Sarah Ashfaq
Staff ~riter
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(h ~r 30.000 new teache;s will be needed
over the next five years in New York City.
publ ic schools as the number of teachers eligih(e to retire increases. according to ,:
Cl:~ Y pres:' release.
Ttl meet th is growing demand for teachcr-, Ct·,,\Y. in collaboration with the "\C\\
York City Roard of Education, is offerine
full tuition scholarships for a rnastcr.
degree in education and a guaranteed fulltime teaching position in a New York Cit:.
pub lie school. under its new Teac hin;
Opportunity Program.
.
'·wl' arc seeking to develop a cadre oftalc:lkd k,llkr:; committed to improving 11~,.·
ql!a1il>pf -cicnce and mathematics educa. ri\ln rr\)\ ickd in \:b\ York City's puhl.,
"c!WC)]".·· S,lld Christopher M. Kirnrnic:
Cl·\:Y interim chance llor. "We are Iook in.:
(or student:-; \\ ho have demonstrated hi:-:j;
,khi<.:\ CI1Knt ir: their academic cndcax ()~.
and \\ ho r0'-':'<ss the character and moti \ :~
lion necessary to be a successful teacher."
( 'ol lcuc sen iors and recent ....graduates \\ ii, \
hal, c ,~ bachclors degree in mathematics,"
science. alone with a strong
.... acaden...,
record. arc being recruited to fill positionthat currently arc. or are projected to be.
understaffed. TOP scholars must agree
til
....
teach in a Nc«: York City public school (Pi
two years after receiving their master's
degree. Participating colleges are Brooklyn.
City. Hunter, Lehman. Queens and the
College of Staten Island.
Students who are accepted into TOP will
participate in an "intense summer preparation program with a faculty of experienced
New York City educators," according to a
CUNY press. release, Once integrated _into
the school system, TOP scholars undergo
mentoring by experienced teachers at their
assigned school. In addition. participants of
this program will be given assistance in
preparing for the New York State Teacher
Certification Examination.
TOP is funded through The Greenwall
Foundation. The- Jewish Foundation for the
Education of Women, J.~ Morgan Inc., and
the New York Community Trust. For further
information call '(212) 794-5444 or (212)
~

~
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IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS EXPENSIVE,
TRY,PUTIING YOURSELF THROUGH RETIREMENT.
==i1'==================
h ink about supPQrtingyours~lf
for twenty-five, thirty years or
longer in retirement. It might be the
greatest financial test 'you'll ever face.
Fortunately, you have two valuable
assets in your favor: time and tax deferral.
The key is to begin saving now.
Delaying your decision for even a year or
two can have a big impact on the amount
of income you'll have when you retire.
What's the simplest way to get started?
Save in pretax dollars and make the most
of tax deferral There's simply no more
painless or powerful way to build a
comfortable and secure tomorrow.

T

SRAs_and IltAs makes it easy.
SRAs - tax-deferred annuities from
TlAA-CREF - and our range of lRAs
offer smart and easy ways to build the
extra income your pension and Social
Security benefits may not cover. Thev're
backed by the same ~xclusive inves~ent
choices, low expenses, and personal
service that- have made TIAA-CREF the
retirement plan of choice among America's
education and research communities.
Call 1 800 842-2776 and find out for
yourself how easy it is to put yourself
through retirement when you have time
and TlAA-CREF on your side.
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~ you're one oFthe 99.9% of an coRege students who could use

794-5446.

a little extra spending money during

Spring Break, stop by TJ f\kro< before you go. We have everything you need from swimsuits to sandals,
sunglasses to beach towels. All at incredible savings. That's it, closs dismissed.

EDGEWATER:

Edgewater Commons on River Rood

MANHATIAN:

6th Avenue and 18th Street (above

Bed,

Bath & Beyond)

www.tiaa-eref.org

An EcIucatIon
That WorIcsI '-JWU

Eusudng the future
for those who shape it...

Right HcI:c!
Right Nmr!
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The New \bk Army NatXmlGuard <6Is upto .
$45,OOOir a ~ edncatYn that slartSrigbt mw!
\\Uk with lS part time in}QJl' b:al ammmq aad
get skiD ~ and bmefiIs that willast a lifetime.
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1-800-GO-GUARD
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By Omol ara Laniy an
Contri buting Writer

Stree t build Prepa ration for Job Expo ~99, Marc h 12~.,CoriferenceCente r of 25th
o)
ing. This was the first mark eting Job Expo . (Phot o/Juli e Mae Dojill

International Busine ss
12:15-1 :45 pm
360 PAS / Room 1200

Wedne sday, March 17
Galler y Talk and Openi ng Recep tion for Sidne y
Mishk in Galler y Exhib ition
Icons of indust rial Expansion: Americ an
Precisionist Prints. 1925-1941
Dr. Marilyn Kushner, curato r of prints and drawings, Brookl yn Museu m of Art
4:00 prn, openin g reception 5:00-7:00 pm
135 E 22 / Sidney Mishkin Galler y
Exhibition runs from March 18 to April 22
Thursd ay, March 18
Mitsui Lunch time Forum
Selling to the Asian consum er
Panelists: Cleve Langton, DDBN Worldw ide
Comm unicati ons, and Steve Gould. associ ate professor of marketing. Baruch Colleg e
Sponsored by the Weissm an Center for

For the first time, students were given the opportunity to put on their best suits and go job hunt.ing.
when on March "12, memb ers of the Ameri can
Marketing Association and Busin ess to Business
Marke ting put togeth er a marke ting expo.
For studen ts like Anna Kclsh teyn who is majoring in advertising, this was a good way to gain some
exper ience, and to see how interviews are condu~t
ed. Stude nts recieved the oppor tunity to. meet with
such comp anies as AT&T, Comp uter Associates.
Chase Manh attan Bank. Intera ctive Sport s
Marketing, John Hancock Finan cial. Met Life.
Nova x, Paine Webber. Seam an's Furniture. Tops
Appliance City and WCBS.
Oakim Dunc an, presid ent of Amer ican
Marke ting Association. and one of the organ izers of
the event : was very glad that it went well. He mentioned that during the job fairs, the comp anies who
nting, finance,
came were mainl-v interested in accou
.
and CIS majors. To him and every one presen t at the
expo, this was a chanc e for the comp anies out there
to see that Baruch Colle ge is not only about
accou nting but also marketing. which is part of the
-'
school. "Even though it was hard puttin g the expo

Reute rs Journ alism Lectur e Series
The Boom in the Ethnic Press
Keynote speakers: Rossa na Rosado, editor-inchief, EI Diario; Mirta Ojito, The New York Times;
and Kevin McCoy, Daily News
Presented by the journa lism and busine ss journa lism programs
12:30-2:30 pm
17 Lex / Skylight Room, Room 306

-
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So ci al S ec ur it y.H ot 'I ep ic
A t Po li cy B re ak fa st

together; [espec ially] gettin g accep tance and support, I was very glad by the overa ll turno ut," said
Duncan.
Kim Schlosseberg, a repres entati ve from Tops
Appli ance City menti oned that she was very
impre ssed by the profe ssiona l way that the stu.dents
she interv iewed had prese nted thems elves. She also
said that those stude nts knew what they were lookput togeth er.
inao for and were very well
_
Johna Vargas. who attend ed the expo, said that
this wasa n extrao rdinar y exper ience for under graduates. Stude nt shoul d know how interv iews are conducte d and what kinds of quest ions to expec t. The
expereince was even more extrao rdinar y for Denni s
Alfon so. a Mark eting ' Mana geme nt stude nt who
was given a follow -up interv iew with Metli fe.
Variou s areas of the schoo l spons ored the event,
includ ing The Baruc h Colle ge Mark eting
Depar tment , The Zickl in Schoo l of Busin ess, Day
'Sess ion Stude nt Gove rnme nt and Caree r
Devel opme nt Center,
Jam ie Bergu ido, presid ent of Busin ess to
Busin ess Mark eting . and also an organ izer,
annou nced that this wasn 't the last event of its kind.
Those who misse d it and those that want to go again
have the oppor tunity to do so, as more marke ting
expos are' plann ed at Baruc h Co liege in the future.

Netwo rking Sessio n
Spons ored by the Weiss man Center for
International Busine ss
5:45-7 :00 pm
360 PAS / Room 1339
Theate r Produ ction
Milk of Amnes ia
A one-wo man play by Carrne lita Tropicana concerning issues of cultura l identit y and exile
Organ ized by the Depar tment of Modem
Langu ages and Compa rative Literature and sponsored by the Baruch College- Fund
6:30-9 :30 pm
17 Lex / Skylight Room, Room 306

Facult y Senate Execu tive Comm ittee Meetin g
1:00 pm
135 E 221 Room 810

Friday , March 19

Intern ationa l Busin ess Alumn i (lBA)

Secon d Annua l Confe rence on Teach ing and

Techn ology
curren t and Twent y-First -Centu ry Perspe ctives
Presen ted by the Mildred and Georg e Weissman_
Schoo l of Arts and Scienc es and CUNY Office of
Compu ting and Inform ationa l Servic es
9:00 am-5:1 5 pm
. 151 E 25 / Confe rence Cente r
For reserv ations and further inform ation, call 3871530
Monda y, March 22
Newm an Real Estate Institu te Young
Profes sional s Caree r Eveni ng
Real Estate Mortga ge Broker age 1/
5:30-7 :00 pm
151 E25 / Confe rence Cente r
RSVP 212-80 2-5940

, Continued from page 3
of public .affair s, opene d the event by introd ucing June O'NeiU~ profe ssor and media tor of the
discus sion. "The debat e of reform ing Socia l
Secur ity remai ns an issue of the politi cal agenda in Wash ington ," Seron stated .
Reisc hauer , one of the most frequently cited
comm entato rs on public policy , opene d the discussio n by expre ssing his view. again st privat ization . 04TheQation will be best served by
streng thenin g and impro ving the current Socia l
Secur ity progr am." Reisc hauer said.
Privat izatio n come s in differ ent sizes and
there is too much variat ion to determ ine if-this
soluti on will be effici ent. accor ding to
Reischauer. He believ es many questi ons must
be answe red before even consi dering privat iz'
ing social security.
- "How big will the indivi dual accounts be?"
Reisc hauer asked.· "How much will be collec ted? Will it be carve d out or added to existi ng
taxes ? Who will mana ge these indiv idual
accou nts? How high will the admin istrati ve
costs be?"
"The curren t Socia l Secur ity progr am lifts
more peopl e out of pover ty than any other governme nt progr am in the [Unit ed State s]:'

Reisc hauer said. "Why chang e that?"
Priva tizing Socia l Secur ity would incur
exces sive risk to the indivi dual, causi ng great
marke t risk, longevity risk and inflati on risk,
accor ding to Reischauer,
In additi on, he stated that indiv idual
accou nts would not provi de specia l assist ance
to low-earners, spous es, divorc ees, large fami- .
lies and surviv ors, and would be ....an invita tion
to a million lawsu its a year,"
Opposing Reischauer was Weaver, who
favors privat izing Social Security.
Marc h 9 1999
"Hav ing a centra lized Socia l Secur ity policy
Deba ting the priva tizati on of Socia l Secur ity, Conf erenc e Cente r,
allows too much involv emen t of politi cal and
(Phot o/Juli e Mae Dojill o)
into
take
not
does
and
re,
interest group pressu
not have to rely on
accou nt the econo mical conce rns:' said admin istrati ve costs will rise, but this would the time and we would
like we currently"
Weaver. Creat ing indivi dual accou nts would only becom e an insign ifican t percentage" of demo graph ic future conce rns
have to," Weav er stated.
assets, accor ding to Weaver.
offer highe r respective return s to indivi duals,
Priva tizing Socia l Secur ity would bring
In excha nge for slight ly highe r admin istraaccor ding to Weaver. "Sinc e it would- be built
about an increa se in econo mic growt h throug h
on private owner ship, and not gover nmen t con- tive costs, worke rs would receiv e a greate r rate
greate r inves tment and high savings" rates,
trolled, . you own what you contri bute," said of return on their invest ment. Priva tizing Social
accor ding to Weaver.
Weaver.
Secur ity would allow for low wage earne rs to
In respo nse to Reisc hauer 's statem ent about-accum ulate wealt h in the long run and it would
"Answ ering Reisc hauer 's quest ion as to
the Unite d States ' financ ially unedu cated popuwheth er extra costs would be added to curren t reduc e work ers depen dence , accor ding to
lation. she stated , "We have to trust Amer icans
Weaver.
taxes or carve d out of the curren t system ,
to educa te their childr en about Social Secur ity.
"If each indivi dual has their own accou nt we
Weaver stated that it would be carve d out,
."
would be free of stock marke t risks," said and the benef its of inves tment
transf ormin g a portio n of the curren t Socia l
Weaver. "The system would be fully funde d all
Security. As accou nt size .grows , howe ver,

On e Man. ~ Str ug gle

IN MANY COMPANIES IT TAKES YEARS

Continued from page 3

n as the
But the marri age did not work out you:' Green has been know
smart est man in the world by his son.
and they separ ated in 1992. That's
" Green 's next step after gradu ation
when Green came to the most impor . is to becom e a physi cian assistant.
tant revelation in his life.
"My desire is to be a medic al doc'"I began to accep t me for who lam, "
tor but I'm not a young chick en,"
and that I am a gay black guy," Green
" G r e e n says laughing.
says.
Actually, Green is lookin g forwa rd
For many years, even befor e his
to leavin g his curren t job since his co. marri age to his wife, Green was batworke rs made some harsh comm ents
tling with himse lf over this issue. He
g a-s9A .-._. dated a' mant be sabre time·i1e--was-:-··- abtmt he being-gay.4!H6 -ha.viA
·~Most of theti me iryou;-e-differ-~-~".""'---"'-'l
with his ex-wife. But Green
going
strang e," says
broke up with his boyfr iend before- ent, peopl e think you'r e
Green . "But you can still be famil ygettin g married.
orient ed. I said to my boss, "Isho uld
.... He asked me" 'So are you gay or
not be judge d by who's in my bed it's
bi?' I told him I'm just a man attrac ted
none of your busin ess.' Don't try 'toto anoth er man," Green laugh s, recalIcall me a lesser man becau se I'rn gay.
ina a conve rsatio n.he had with his exI can still make babie s," he laugh ed.
bo....yfriend.
Havin g saved some mone y from
"Ironi cally, Green 's ex-wi fe also
work. Green is lookin g to buy a loft in
realiz ed she is gay after the two sepaBrook lyn as an invest ment. and evenrated.
tually a two or three family house in
While their sexua l orient ation was
ng of writnot the reason the coupl e got divor ced. the future. He is also thinki
ing an autob iograp yhy so that he can
Green consi ders his ex-wi fe as his
share .hisex perien ces with_ others.
son's- rnoth er. After the - separ ation.
Aside from work, Green is lookin g
Green 's son has lived with both his
for a stable relationship."
mothe r and father.
"My goal for 'the future is to have
"'1 playa very impor tant role in raissome one to grow old with: ' says
ing my son," Green says.
Green while touch ing the dread s in his
When Green starte d schoo l again
hair. "I'm a roman tic person. I'm takafter his separ ation with his wife in
ing my time. You have to be carefu l
1992, he had to work, go to schoo l at
with who you deal with. 'Men are
night and pick up his son from the
dogs' as they say. I don't have time for
-~- __ ~_u _h~by-sitter. Answ ering quest ions from
game s:
"Whe re do babie s come from? " to
"Dadd y, I don't see fema les around
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Suicide Awareness
SweepsCollege
.

.

'

Sews Editor

Following the death of 19 year-old
honor student YankuruHuang. Baruch
College has reacted by setting up a suicidc prevention workshop. Though the
official cause of death has yet to' be
determined, officials
arc investigating
.
the case as a prohablc suicide.
According to Professor \1./. David
Cheng, director of the counseling centcr, Huang never approached his office
for help. "If she had come to the counseling center. maybe the outcome would
have been different." Cheng speculated.
Dr. l Ierbert Nieburg, director of student counseling at Jewish Theological
Serninarv in Manhattan, savs that now is
the peak time for suicides. According to
N icburg, suicide is the second largest
cause of death for college students after
accidents.
Cheng noted that Baruch. with its
-reputation as a business school. may he
particularly susceptible to suicides. I Ic
~

~

WHAT

~

~

~

~

~

~

Looking down from the 14th floor of the' 18th Street b.uilding. Si.~ce the accident, the windows of the
13th floor restroom have been locked shut. (Photo/Julie Mae DOJIJlo) .

~

Honor Student
Continued from front

r

vention center
Mental health clinic
Physician or other qualified mental
health professional
Hospital emergency room or outpatient
clinic
Clergyman
,8eliable farnuv member

KNOW ABOUT SUICIDE?

Why Do People Commit Suicide
Increased mobility.loss of sense of
permanent home
Deterioration of family
Emphasis on independence
.
insistence on occupational and finan- .
cial success
8reaklng up of close relationships
Disappointment in not reaching goals
Loss of a job
Loss of good health

What To Do
Talk freely: open lines of communication
Ask questions
'2!k calrnlv
don't be IL;rjgmen:a!
Where To Go To Get Help
Suicide prevention center/crisis inter-

.-~

tigation 'procedure." Cronholm said.
The next morning. Cronholm said that she met with Huang's
familv and Henrv Mcl.auahlin, director of security. and
autho~rized them to post fly;rs that the college would offer a
reward for information. The body was discovered later that
night.
O~ Saturdav. Huang's family carne to Baruch College 1()
inspect the site. where her body was found.
Bv the following Monday evening. maintenance \\.or 1· C I":-began installing locks in the windows inside ladie..' hathrooms at the 18th Street building to prevent the window,
from opening more than a few inches.
Huang came to New York with her parents and three siblings from China in 1997 and lived with her family in J
three-storv. horne at 8-lth- Street in Bcnsonhurst, Brooklyn.
Her sister Heidi is an alumnae of Baruch College.
Huang's wake \\. ill he held at Ng-Fook Funeral Home. .'h
Mulbcrrv Street. Chinatow n. on Sunday. 3-7 p.m.
Another Baruch College honor student. Kristine Kupka.
18. is still missing. Kupka was last seen near her Bnwkl) n
home in October \\ hilc fivemonths pregnant. Ikr famil.
suspects that she 111:l:) hav c been murdered h; her married
lover \\ h(\ \\ as once her teacher here at Baruch

By Sherry W. Sung
staff writer

SID
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MAJOR IN MUSIC

y

Attend your own college from
WRITE R -I N - R E 51 DEN CE

Monday through Thursday

A READING AND CONVERSATION

EVERY FRIDAY AT LEHMAN COLLEGE

WITH PLAYWRIGHT

Register by Permit

T()NY~K
_The Sidney Harman Writer-in-Residence
Baruch College

I,
1.
I

3 credits

3 credits each
1 credit each

,

Music Literature I, II

Baruch College
Conference Center, Seventh Floor
151 East 25 Street
-----

Theory I, II, I II, IV
Ear Training I, II, III, IV

Tuesday, March 23, 1999
5:45 pm

Participants

,~

••

Fundamentals of Music

3 credits

each

Call now and reserve your place
for the Fall semester.
-

-------

~yerX_fC?u_r:~!__ ~s__'!ffered

each semester.
_._-----..

----------~-,-_

_--

~-

GAIL COLLINS, Member of the New York Times Editorial Board

ALISA SOLOMON, Journalist and Professor, Baruch College
NELSON GEORGE, Critic and Author

Call (718) 960-8247
Department of Music
Lehman College, C~

icture this: You're on the 15th floor at the
18th Street building, and you've just finishedSpeech 1010. It's 5:25, the peak of
.
evening rush hours, and you're waiting
desperately for an elevator down because your
Business Law class starts in 20 minutes over at
the 360 P.A.S. building. Meanwhile, you, along
with a dozen other people wait anxiously, with
every elevator that does stop, crammed to the
max. You look at your watch, it's 5:32 p.m.
already. 18 minutes to get to the ground floor.
run 8 blocks, and wait another 10 minutes for
the elevator.
Your last resort? The stairs. Ahh yes.
those infamous dimly-lit narrow staircases.
There's no such thing as walking down two
floors to increase your chances of squeezing in
an elevator. Your best bet is to either stay put or
walk up four floors.
According to an interview with Dan
Kaufmann 'from the Buitding .and .Grounds
.. office,' a lot of the problems With tile elevators
are due to overloading. As a result, delays and
packed cars proliferate. He explained how the
long lines and crowding of the lobbies occur
because of the amount of students entering the
building at the same time.
Anottier contributing factor is the extra load of
people during the beginning of each semester,
Kaufmann explains. referring to the freshmen
and new transfer students who are often confused about things such as where classrooms are
and which elevators to take.
More often than not, at least one of the elevators
at
the
23rd

P

The ~r1"':enCWl Asscc.ation of SUicido.1ogy

THE

Are Baruch's Perennial
.Elevator Problems
Ever Going to
Get Any Better?

~

~

Danger Signs
Suicide threats or similar statements
Previous suicide attempt
Mental depression
Marked changes in personality or
behavior
Final arrangements
Tendency towards isolation

Sr..;'·~

~

~

~

Do You

L

..

then explained how career-oriented
. Baruch students can be.
Cheng also noted Baruch's reputation as a cu lturallv diverse
collcee. and
.
pointed out the difficulty of cultural
adjustment. "An immigrant has a lot of
additional stress:' said Cheng.
. Although Cheng neva talked 10
Huang. he did talk. with some of her professors. The impression that he got from
speaking to her professors was that of a
shv and introverted. but verv
. bright student.
-. The counseling center will be putting
together a .town meeting on suicide.
scheduled for March 18. from I-2 p.m.
in room Four South of 17 Lexington
Avenue. "There is a problem of stigma:'
Cheng said. "People don't like to talk
~
about suicide] .' '
In addition, there will be an Asian
students
workshop on
Cultural
Adjustment and Communication on
May 13.
"I want you to know that you are not
alone, and we can help.' said Cheng.

By Bryan Fleck

9

t

. Street building has been
temporarily
out
of
service ever since the
Spring semester began.
Kaufmann. explained
there was an intermittent
problem with the travel-

Kaufmann insisted that the elevatorproblems have not gone ignored, explaining how a
meeting is held each semester with the building
management and security staff in figuring out
the problems and solutions.
, . So far the best idea to ever come out of
those meetings is the creation of the Express

functions somehow and

-,;.;...~... ;.;. . . .

that hal f of the semester is over?
One thing current freshmen and sophomores can look forward to is escalators. Baruch
is in the process of installing them once the
"Site B" academic complex, located on ~4th .
Street and Lexington avenue, is finished. The
expected completion date is February of2ool.

£:!:~l;;e~ . ~~~~~~f:i~::~I;;

as a result, the elevator
was shut down for three _
days.
So, what is a
Baruchian to do? Well,
in order for students to
have ample time to get to
class,. Kaufmann suggested getting to school
•
earlier to ease the load
out, considering the long
1ines during peak hours.
But what if you "R stuck up on -U1e-l5thfloor and can't get" downto the gmmld?- -~ ~
idea is to walk down the stairs, which helps
because moving around the building is faster
than standing on line.
Another potential solution is for students
who have classes on floors two to four (excluding the 18th Street building) to use the stairs to
walkup. Ithas even been suggested toa?sign
someone, perhaps a security guard, within the
elevators, taking students to destined floors, and
skipping certain ones when the elevators were
full. Although Baruch already experimented
with these manned elevators in the past, they
were discontinued for unknown reasons.

-4

?

.In addition to escalators. there will be larger elevators, with a higher capacity to carry
more people.
But that's 2 years away, so for the time
being, try to arrive to class a little earlier, and
take the stairs if your class is only a mere floor
away. If we all chip in just a little, it will make
an immense differrnce.

elevators, which is a one-stop ride to a certain
floor. The J8th Street building was the first to
put these elevators into effect, starting the Fall
1998 semester. Since it was a huge success in
saving time and cutting lines, the P.A.S. building followed suit when the current semester
began,
So what can we expect in the future, now

Accounting Depa r tm en t Has Pr.oblems
Putting Two and Two Together
------'-~ ------c-a71~ tt7 e -0 ep a rtm e ntAccommodete--A--IJ
continuedfrom front
Lilien stated that the institution has
an extraordinary faculty base that is experienced in organizing teaching' materials and
tools that will help' students. He also believes
that students need to do their homework to
keep abreast oftbe course:
Professor Aloke Ghosh, who teaches
a - combined
section of 80
students
agreed. '''1: am
getting along
fa m 0 us I Y
with students
-- -- ---as- long as
they are doing what I ~m telting them to do,"
said Ghosh. "My teaching is veryinteractive. I
know everyone by name because I take attendance. I give homework. 1 k~w how each student is performing and students cannot complain about [my accessibility].'
Lilien pointed out a publicized statis-

tic with a list of colleges and universities that
had the highest percentage of candidates passing all four parts of the Certified PUblic
Acc.ountant examination. In May and
November of 1996~ the statistic ranked Baruch
as the number three college (behind University .
of Illinois-Urbana and the University of
Maryland-College Park) for. first-time .candidates without advanced degrees who pass all·four parts
of the CPA.
. When.
asked how
the
SI8
mil I i on
donation to
the Zicklin .
School of
Business helped the department. Lilien
replied: '''1 will tell you when 1 learn." In the
meantime, the department is in the process of
recruiting new professors and plans to solve
the registration problem by offering more
accounting courses in the summer.

0
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"Students cannot
complain about
{my accessibility]."

.'
.,~ .:
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will help students. He also believes that students need to do their homework to keep
abreast of the course. "I am getting along

Lilien stated that tbeinstitution has an
extraordinary faculty base, tIlat is experienced
in organizing teaching materials and tools that
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Caribbean
Corner:

HEALTH

11\T

One Take
On What
It Means
To Be
Caribbean

Islam
By Shokria Hashemi
Contributing writer

r

"Heaven lies
under the feet
of mothers. "

By Syed A .. Bokbari
Senior Staff Writer

As more and more people, particularly children, gain access to the Internet, some feet that
there is a moral and ethical duty to censor some
materials that may be deemed offensive or
indecent. Concerned parents fear their children
may view adult materials on the Internet.
Some governments, such as China, place firewalls aiOOild web sites; that criticize its poor
human rights record. Since the Internet defies
geographical boundaries, the regulation of this
medium is one that has sparked controversy
worldwide.
By Trisha Thomas
The United States, a world leader in Internet
Contributing Writer
technology, currently has more users on-line
than any other country in the world. Other
To the world at large, the West Indies is
nations look to the United States as a model for
known as a popular vacation spot.
their own Internet policies. The birthplace of
A tall. dark stranger adorned in a floral
the Bill of Rights made its first attempt to regshirt. shorts. a straw hat and a wide grin,
ulate speech in Cyberspace with the
plays the steel pan. The sun is burning
Communications Decency Act of 1996.
and the reggae sounds of Bob Marley
The CDA criminalized on-line communicaescape the tenors. With a sweet Jamaican
tion that is deemed "obscene, lewd, lascivious,
accent. everybody sings along.
or indecent, with intent to annoy, abuse.
filthy,
Real ity Check: The weather isnt
threaten. or harass another person" or "obscene
always as nice as advertised in the many
or indecent" if the recipient is a minor "regardtravel catalogues. In fact. there are two
less of whether the maker of such communicaseasons below the equator. aptly named
tion placed the call or initiated the communicathe "Wee and "Dry" season. And get
tion." The CDA also made illegal anyon-line
this. the people aren't all dark: don't wear
communication to minors that "depicts or
floral shirts all day and do I isten to music
describes, in terms patently-offensive as measbesides Reggae and Calypso.
And
ured b) contemporary community standards,
although the West Indies are known for
sexual or excretory activities or organs, reganthaving some of the world's most beautiful beaches. not to mention flora and . less of whether the user of such service placed
the call or initiated the communication."
fauna. there is so much more to its
Needless to say. a law so blatantly unconstiregional culture.
tutional -carne under fire. Although there is a
Many aspects of American culture have
legitimate ?fgume!!L!!tat the safety of minors
been .transmitted. to the West Indies- and.
must be addressed. the "indecent" and
vice versa. People listen to Hip Hop..
"obscene" materials prohibited by the CDA are
even Country and Rock. Most of the telrotected under the First Amendment' of the
evision programming is imported, and; ,. "'iif"()f~-RfihtS::
_.- ,. pjacing~- _._- ., .- _.indeed. the people are civil-ized. There
restrictions on such forms of
are social institutions and transportation
speech would violate the
systems in the West Indies. Perhaps not
rights of consenting adults,
always as advanced as those of the US.
whose
right to access such
but they certain ly aren't cave people. One
materials is purely legitiof the genuine di fferences between the
mate.
United States and the West Indies is the
Also, the CDA itself was
atmosphere. The people tend to be more
quite vague as to what would
laid back . than the average stressed out
be deemed objectionable. 'In
New Yorker. Everyone knows everyone
a day and age of war and
and. the people don't pretend to like you,
uncertainty, where women
they genuinely do. You can feel free to
are
gang raped by soldiers in
go to your neighbor's house and ask for
Bosnia, for example, human
; an onion or a piece of ice, because when
rights organizations worried
we're finished putting that onion in the
that this law would' hinder
stew chicken, we'll be sure.to send little
their efforts to expose human
Damian over with a plate of food for you.
rights abuses in 'the world.
Though every island is different and has
Certainly,
the
reports
its own unique distinctions such as
released by. various human
accents, there is a common bond, a comrights
organizations depict
mon love. The islands all unite in one
graphic violence and sexu8J
way or another.
As the calypsonian
David Rudder sang "Rally Round de West
ln4ie~.'~ - - - - - - - - - -

Trisha has lots more to tell you about
life in the West Indies. Watch out for
more in the upcoming issues of
The Ticker!

abuse

to portraY-the seriOUS- .

conditions
that
perSist
worldwide. SOme 11
access to such reports coUld fferestricted by the
CDA.
And if 'tlte CD1\: existed ·today,
the controversial Starr ~. wIricb
graphically 'de$CnDeS: .~ual e.ncolll'lters
between President Bill- Clinton &rid former
White H~
Monica LewinSky, WoUld

mtem

Therefore, a woman having children must be
educated and conscientious in order to be a skillful parent.
A right not given to women in the west until the
20 century was given to Muslim women by God
1400 years ago, the right to vole. In Islam, a
woman has the basic freedom of choice and
-expression. They are encouraged to contribute
their opinions and ideas. Nor does Islam forbid

in actuality. it elevates the status of women by
drawing less attention to their appearance and
more attention to their intelligence and
personality.
Often misunderstood and misjudged, the actual status of women in Islam is one of equity and
honor. We hope this article helped to clear up
some distorted or misunderstood aspects of
women in Islam.

information on the Internet requires ~ series 0
affirmative steps more deliberate and directed
than merely turning a dial. A child requires
some sophistication and some ability to read to
retrieve material and thereby to use the Internet
unattended."
The Court recognized that the Internet is an
interactive, user-controlled medium, while television and radio are-intrusive in the sense that
one has no control over content once they have
chosen a particular station. Also, one may
accidentally come across offensive material on
television by simply flipping the channel. To
access so-caned "indecent" material on the
Internet requires the user to make an active and
willful attempt to find and view such content.
The Supreme Court also recognizes that there
are means by which parents can control the
content of the their children's on-line viewing.
The Majority Opinion states: "Systems have
been developed to help parents .control the
material that may be available on a home computer with Internet access. A system may either
limit a computer's access to an approved-list 0
sources that have been identified as containing
no adult material, it may block designated
inappropriate sites or it may attempt to block
messages containing identifiable objectionable
features. Although parental control' so ftw cue
currently can screen for certain suggestive
words or for known sexually explicit sites. it
time again; the CDA was too vague and it viocannot now screen for sexually explicit
lated the First Amendment. The Supreme
images." Nevertheless, the evidence indicates
Court went even further. to make a clear dis- that "a reasonably' effective method b) which
parents can prevent their children from accesstinction between broadcast media such as radio
and television, and the Internet. The Court stating sexually explicit and other material which
ed that "although such material is widely availparents may believe is inappropriate for their
able, users seldom encounter such content children will soon be available."
accidentally. A document's title or a description
Certainly, if a parent cannot actively particiof the document will usually appear before the
pate in the child's on-line viewing and offer
document itself ... anain many cases the user - gUIdance. they haveme-opti-onlO-USe- programs]
will receive detailed information about a site's
which monitor web surfing, such as Net
content before he or she need take the step to NannyTM or Cybersitter™. Although such
-_._~
~----~ piaducts me not
five, they. successfully" btoc
out a majority of material that
may be inappropriate for
minors.
The failure of the CDA is yet
another testament as to how
out-of-touch some politicians
and parents are to the rapidly
changing technology of the
Internet.
In the average
~
American household, it is not
uncommon for the children to
be more computer literate than
the parents. Fearing their own
ignorance, it is much easier for
parents to pressure his or her
congressman into creating
new legislation, than it is to sit
down, learn the technology
and provide some sort of guidance to their· children.
Utifort1m8tely~this is. how it is
in our quick fix, rubber-stamp

have certainly been banned.
More importantly, the CDA fails to address
the issue of enforcement. The nalve lawmakers who fonnulated this law overlooked the
fact that the Internet is without boundaries, and
that a large quantity of the prohibited material
originates from the international community.
If the webmaster is held liable if minors access
his or her site, how shall the United States government enforce the CDA if the alleged perpetrator is in c8Il()ther country?
It took a little more than a year for the
Supreme Court of the United States to find the
CDA unconstitutional.
In the Majority
Opinion for the Reno, Attorney General for the
United States. et al. J-: American Civil Liberties
Union et al. case, the Supreme Court reiterated
what those opposed to the law stated time and
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access the document. Almost all sexually
,explicit images~ preceded by warnings as to
the content;" For·that reason, the "odds are
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Are Upper Caste Hindus "Untouchable?"

Editorial- MARCH 17, 1999

of one person when we, as students,
fail to take matters into our own
hands. Instead of a democratic system where the students are the decision makers on the issues that effect
them, we are left with the potential
for a totalitarian system where one
individual inherits that power.
Therefore, one of two solutions must happen. Either students
must tum out to vote, or the referendum process mustbe changed.
Unless there is a mass
change in the student's philosophy
on voting, this option looks grim.
That leaves us with revamping the referendum process. Though
it is a pathetic statement on student
apathy, the bottom line is that 15
percent of the students do not vote
in these referendums, and it is the
students who wi 11 potential ly be
hurt. Either lowering or eliminating
the percentage of students required
to vote should be seriously considered.

Dear Editor,

The alternative is to give the
president the power to recognize
these referendums, which places an
enormous amount of political leverage in the hands of the administration, and takes power away from the
students. We must be very careful of
this.
0
Day
Session
Student
Government and Evening Session
Student Assembly asked Cronholm
to recognize USG. We support her
decision to do so, as it has the over- .
whelming support of those students
who did vote, 565-85, and key
administrators.
But for the future of this
college, it is in the students best
interest to be independent of the
administration in the referendum
process.
- Bryan Fleck
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Jn the Amadon Diallo Case
he was killed by police officers. "I tried to
close the door but the pushed in:' he said. It
is unclear what the roommate was told the
reason for his questioning was.
Mr. Diallos home was also ransacked 'by police. Initially, a spokesman for
the NYPD claimed that they were looking
for identification. Mr. Diallo had a wallet
with ID on his person when he was killed.
Later the police recanted, saying the search
was for information on Mr. Diallo's next of
kin, though his cousin presumably could
have provided that information during his
six hours of questioning. COmmissioner
Howard Safir has called the searching of the
victim's home without a warrant after a
homicide "standard procedure."
The chair of the Commission on
Civil Rights, Mary Frances Berry, has
announced that a public hearing will be held
on May 26 as part of an inquiry- into police
community relations in New York. As well
as examining civilian comptaints; recruitment and training of the police, Berry said
"We'll look at regulations concerning the
use of deadly force and external regulation
oversight of the (police) department:' Berry
indicated that she will also look into the
report issued by the Mayor's task force after
Abner Louima was savagely attacked while
in police custody. The Mayor ultimately disregarded the report which included charges'

that the police department has serious problems with issues involving race both internally and in the community.
Since Mr. Diallo was killed there
has been growing sentiment that the NYPD,
particularly the Special Crimes Unit, may be
out of control. Three of the four officers
involved in the shooting have had civilian
complaints filed against them. All are part of
the Special Crimes Unit whose motto is "We
rule the night.,- One officer, Kenneth Boss.
is already under investigation for another
questionable homicide.
The- Rev. At 'Sharpton has been
leading a daily vigil at the Bronx courthouse
where a grand jury is deciding whether or
not to indict the officers. On Monday, former Mayor David Dinkins and United States
Representative Charles Rangel joined the
protest and were arrested. Police seemed
reluctant to arrest them and tried to take
them out through the back but they refused.
There --have-been--weH m-er fifty
arrests of protesters for civil disobedience,
disorderly conduct and trespassing in connection to Amadou Diallos death. The four
policemen who killed Mr. Diallo have yet to
answer a single question about the incident.
-Edward Ellis
Contributing Writer
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"If she had come to the counseling center, maybe
the outcome would- have been different"
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I've been thoroughly enjoying this debate
on the presence of Africans jn .I!1dia.-I don't
understand why it seems so far fetched to
certain upper caste Hindus. To me, it's the
upper caste Hindus. who are untouchable;
they are up so high that they can't be
touched. Enough puns" but seriously, I've
spent the first eleven years of my life in
Pakistan. Pakistan a former British Indian
colony gained its independence from Britain
in 1947.
The previous article by the anonymous
writer stated that up to 70% of the Indian
people are Dalits. Many converted to Islam
to escape persecution an unfair and prejudicial caste system which 'still- goes on at ·Ieast
in Bihar, one of the Indian states.. In
Pakistan, there. are many excavation sites of
the Indus Civilization. The greatness of this

hotel for some lunch and after she was done
eating, the restaurant worker shattered her
clay dish ()ft. the ground so that-no one may .
eat in it again. This was the treatment she got
in her birthplace, a place she talks of so lovingly' all the time: When she told me about
this insulting treatmen~'shedidn't sound hurt
at all. To her it was natural. I guess it hurt
and angered me more because even though I
knew of this practice, this happened to my
mom so it hit home..What would have I done
if I had been there! The peoplewho practice
such insulting and hateful customs do it so
blindly and-faithfully.
Mind you, there are many decent Hindus in
India and abroad who have actually allowed
education to . change tl1eir rnindset.
Knowledge is power. Peace to All.

civilization has still not' been thoroughly
explored and reported. In the years I've
spent in Pakistan, I've had the fortune to
encounter many people who resemble
Africans; some are inhabitants of Sindh
province of Pakistan and, others are called
Makrani. I just always took it for granted
that they must have come from Africa at
some point in the past I never thought there
would be so much debate about something so
obvious.
All this touched me very deeply because my
parents are originally from Bihar and we are
Muslims. What are ~~Ie chances that one of
my ancestors was a Datil! Even though
we've converted to a religion that embraces
aU~ .we are sti 11 untouchable to Hindus. .
My ritom had visited India in the early 80's
and just by her looks she could be identified
as a Muslim. One day she went to a street
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Obscene Former-Arts Editor
Retorts, Again

Sergy Tabuteau
Op-Eds Editor
ticker_op-ed~csu.baruch.cuny.edu

News Editor

Perspectives on the News

More than one month after
Amadou Oiallo was shot to death bv. four
plainclothes policemen. continuous public
outcry has finally elicited a response from
the police department and the federal government. The NYPD has announced a $15
million campaign to recruit minorities that
will last one year and the United States
Commission on Civil Rights has announced
it will begin an investigation into alleged
police misconduct in New York City.
The recruitment drive is a departure for the NYPD and the city administration. Immediately following theshooting the
administration referred to public outrage as
"flavor of the month" and dismissed questions about the 4 I shots that were fired at the
unarmed man.
Police
Commissioner
Both
Howard Safir and Mayor Rudolph Giuliani
were out of town when the story broke and
did not return even when Mr. Diallos immigrant status turned the killing into an "international incident. Giuliani who returned first
said of the commissioner "1 would only tell
him to come back if there was an emergency.
There isn't."
Less than 24 hours after Mr.
Diallos death, his roommate and cousin by
marriage, was interrogated by the police at
his home and at the police station without
being told that Mr. Diallo was dead or that

...........

The Dalit DiscUssion Continues.•.

RESTRUCTURING
/
THE REFERENDUM PROCESS
The referendum to merge
the undergraduate governments into
the United Student Government
failed to gamer the necessary votes
from IS percent of the student body.
The decision to recognize USG was
granted by Interim President Lois S.
Cronholm.
This raises a serious political concern: to what extent does our
referendum process cripple the students and give an inordinate amount
of power to the president of our college?
First, it must be said that
we, as students of Baruch College,
have put ourselves in this position
by our paltry voting record.
Granted, the referendum was illtimed and those opposing the measure had little incentive to send in
their ballot, but 650 votes out of
over 12,000 eligible students is an
embarrassment to this school.
What's more, a dangerous
amount of power is left in the hands
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In the March 3, edition of the Ticker, Fonner. Arts and Entertainment Editor Syed Bokhari
Ms. Johnson,
responded to my February 3, letter complaining about the profanity published in the December
9th, 1998 issue of the Ticker.
First of all, my response was not directed towards you, but to my
Just as the Ticker was getting better and the A&E section was becoming more decent, some
good friend and colleage David Blanks. I usually don't waste my
time on trash like you.
_
regurgitated., festering mass resurfaces from the retching bowels of shameless vanity.
I am a single black parent with two children. I also work full time and still manage to go to
FIRST, you accuse me of shameless vanity.. J suppose
you're right. but .for you to assume that I, as the great
school full time (12 credits) while maintaining a GPA of 3.7. Sexual intercourse with an animal
Mr. Bokhari? Was this "Adam" a fictional reflection of yourself? 'If not then, you and your friend
Sergy Tabuteau once put it, "if you believe that i'm trying to conform to some esoteric standard of journalist
Adam are sick individuals who find that intercourse with a lower animal is considered to be art.
Yes, I do believe that there are people out there with sick minds, perverted fetishes, pedophiles,
integreity, you are sadly mistaken, my dear."
or people who cannot interact with "real people' whomay have liked your disgraceful story. And
SECONDLY, Don't try to play me like I'm dumb. I
take 18 credits (compared to your measly 12 credits),
yes, perhaps some trashy publications would have enjoyed the sick story which your friend Adam
I work, plus I attend Baruch on a FULL scholarwrote.
ship, which pays for tuition, books, Metrocards,
But, Mr. Bokhari, this is the "real world". You see, people like us who exist in the real world
(and are not hiding behind some computer screen) don't use that "popular phrase" of yours repeatAND I have time to participate. in extra-cirricular
activities, such as the Ticker and T.E.A.M.
ed in the hallways or staircases of BaI1Jch College. This is a college Mr. Bokhari nota junior high
school.
Baurch.
As for Adam - Adam Coozer is a REAL perDid it ever occur to you that this "popular phrase" of yours, are used by people who don't have
son, as the members of Ticker will testify. And as
the correct IQ to comprehend the correct English language use of it? People with no real morals,
BiU- and Moni¢a would say, oral sex is not intervalues, or virtues who don't care about their education and just hangout to hallways anaSfaircas-course. Besides which, you obviously have not read
es repeating that four letter word which you-consider tobe a popular phrase.
the article in question (availible in the Ticker archives), and
- Would you sit next to someone on the train who was ranting that popular phrase over and over?
And how woUld yc;ii" like·it-.fson,ione sPri!ye(nnafpopUTa~·pnrase·actoss-youtllOl1~:Botd:1ariCf. - .. -.
~~gbp;opassj~ldge~Q:1t_. .:._._ .
Scratched it on your car? Or even if someone sadistically etched that popular phrase into your
. . t'm-weH aware that this is-a college. Do you think-.J woluId
. print such things in a Junior High School newspaper and corown forehead Mr. Bokhari? Is that what you consider art?
And if you consider graffiti art Mr. Bokhari, please don't let the MTA find out what your leisurerupt-the minds of the young? No, this IS a college, Ms. Johnson - I
assume that we are all adults in the this institution, and therefore, I geared the material in my Arts
Iy activities are, for vandalizing is not art. It's actually defacing of public property and that is a
crime.
Section towards adults.'
Furthermore, I believe that Mr. Blanks, dismissed you in a very polite manner, while your venI'm also well aware of the real world, and in the real world there exist cultures, lifestyles, and
ideas beyond the scope of YOUR TRAGIC LITILE LIFE. For you to judge them as sick and peromous slander demeaned him. While Mr. Blanks tried to apologize to the public for your acts of
stupidity, you cowered behind a long winter session.
verted is your problem. I, however, DO NOT support pedophiles or criminals...there is a distinction between what you call "perversion" and what is "criminally perverted." Think of it like this.
I also find it amazing that you said that what you did was for the sake of art. And for your information, Mr. Bokhari, there was no "The Man" to reprimand your heinous deeds. If you actually
Some cultures, even today, would consider having two illegitimate children, sick and pervertread the more journalistic parts of your own newspaper, instead of prancing around in your own
ed...even criminal.
Is my-work silly and useless? yes, of course it is! It is ENTERTAINMENT! Things that are
world, you would have known that "The Man" you referred to is really a WOD'laR. .
I am also sorry that my "mundane life" upsets you. And I am sorry that you and your simple
meant to entertain are to be enjoyed, and not taken seriously.
minded-colleagues are .amazed by my "superior" intelligence, I am not angry at you anymore, I
And on that note, I conclude. read the first amendment. This is freedom of press, not vandalism.
just pity you even more.
' - - -- andTor the one or trwo letters of discolltent we- received, there-was-a-trockloa.d-of praise.that fol-.
lowed, making my final days on the Ticker the best i've ever had.
And that repugnant grip which you are sporting in that vain picture of yours, just makes me wonI'd like to thanks my lifelong friends, colleages and soulmates on the Ticker for all their supder what those hands of yours are doing in that picture. And I also pity whoever has to use that
port, especially Sergy, Bianca. Adam, David. Vanessa., and all the others who have come and gone.
phone after you. In the future, if you want to fight censorship, please keep your hands to yourself.
And as for my "measly" .student activity fee Mr. Bokhari, it is also paying for this-printed letter,
...And all this said without cursing:..how unlike me...
ink and paper which you are reading right now and just about to crumple up in-your hands.
Checkmate Mr. Bokhari.
Linda Johnson
Syed Bokhari, A&E Editor 1997-1998
_u

Is Big Brother Watchi~g y
By Edward Ellis and Jessica Rubenstein
Contributing Writers
.-

While Intel struggles with the negative publicity surrounding a traceable serial number
embedded in it's new Pentium III chip,
Microsoft is quietly addressing similar co.ncerns about a potentially more revealing "digital fingerprint" produced by the Windows 98
platform.
Boycotts by several privacy advocate groups
against Intel began before computers featuring
the chip had, been shipped. Intel would neither
confirm nor- deny rumors that the intrusive chip
had been included at the behest of government
agencies like the NSA or the FBI. Seth Walker.
an Intel spokesperson, said only "We advise
users to choose carefully which websites they
spend their time on:" The chip would improve
the security of online commerce by restricting

financial transactions to computers identified according to tech. sales rep. John Brosard "Not
only would you be sending your registration
as belonging to specific users. The same techbut also your information as a user:' In ather
nology would also allow marketers or governwords names would be attached electronically
ment agencies to create profiles of individuals
or families by using the chip serial number to serial numbers in the Microsoft registry.
This information might also be sent even if
transmitted during each transaction. Privacy on
users had not chosen to send their configuration
the internet would cease to exist.
information,
Intel is going ahead with theshipping of comAdditionally, according to a Microsoft press
puters that include the chip. Although the chip
release,
there is a unique identifier number
will apparently be deactivated in some computinserted into documents created in Office 97.
ers, the computer magazine CT has already
found a way to read the serial number without "The [number] inserted into Office 97 documents was designed to help third parties build
the user's knowledge. The only way to guarantee privacy may be to not buy a Pentium III tools to work with:' said Brosand. "It is not
possible to reliably determine the author of a
computer.
,
document." Of course, if the document comes
A little known feature of Windows 98 has
attracted similar criticism. The "Registration . from a computer with a specific electronic seriWizard" sends customer configuration parame- al number the identity of the author would
become obvious.
ters to' Microsoft. This would theoretically
Microsoft provides a free patch at their webimprove online technicaljsupport. However.

site that wiII prevent the insertion of the identifier number into all new Office 97 documents.
Another patch will remove the identifier from
previously created documents. Customers can
also update at Microsoft.com to immediately
stop the receipt of hardware 10 from product
registration. Free software tools can be downloaded to delete hardware registration infonnation from the Windows registry.
Microsoft has also promised to purge any
hardware ID information that was gathered
without the customer's consent.
Although Microsoft has reacted quickly and
appropriately to customer concerns, the question remains: Why have Intel and Microsoft
ventured so far into the 'private lives of their
customers and who else is doing it?

The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages ate those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The 1!cker editorial staf~. ~e Ticker accepts only
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By Sergy Tabuteau

step out of the airport and notice that it
role of the CIA in drowning Afrikan
looks just like the ghetto neighborhoods
communities in the LA area with drugs.
For the life of me i can't overstand
As CIA officials. mainstream media you know so well. People of all ages are
why i always ended up in these ridicuand government talking heads all scram- walking around in drunken stupors while
lous conversations. "With your credenbled in their attempts to implement damdesperately clutching pipes to their bosrials." said the conductor on the J line,
age control, everyone denied everything.
oms.
Luckily, you soon approach a
"you could end up with a position in
Nobody knew nothing and "MUM" was
lovely estate and an attendant takes you
management that starts at $50,000 a
the word of the year. But too late. the
in to introduce you to Lin. He immediyear!" "WOV~i:' i responded with as
cat was out of the bag. Organizations.
ately offers you tea and offers a brief
much excitement as i could muster while
such as the NAACP and the congressionexplanation on the current condition of
trying to conjure up images of yours
al Black Caucus. activists. and millions
his country.
truly in a dashing Transit Authority uniof outraged Afrikans yelled at the top of
For decades, he explains, Britain
form.
As i formulated the words to
their lungs demanding answers from th is , knocked on the doors of China to get
explain that there was a slim possibility
evil government.
items such as tea and rhubarb. But the
of spending my ex ist en ce pushing trains
In retaliation. all major newspapers
Chinese had very little interest in the
through a myriad of endless Babylonian
published artiCles in which unnamed
trinkets of these foreigners. Seeing that
tunnels. he inquired as to what were my
CIA agents denounced Webb's story
there was a steady strain on their own
plans for life. i told him that the Most
while his editors refused to publish furpockets. the British illegally smuggled
High ordered me to use the c o m rnun icather articles on this subject. The story
opium into the country to deliberately
tion medium to discuss vital issues that
dwindled down and the charges of the
produce a population of addicted cusare relevant to my people while i make
black community. that pointed to' a pretomers. From then on Lin's country has
money in a job that does not stifle my
v io us deluge of drugs into their commubeen in shambles. He was appointed the
s t u hb o r n refusal to abandon my Afr ik a n
n ity to smash the civil rights movement
imperial commissioner of the suppresheritage.
during the 60·s. were shouted down by
sion of the Opium trade by the emperor.
Desert i ng his p re v ious S u bj eCL the
c o n se r vat i ves as another sy m ptom of
Lin even te IIs about the letter he wrote
conductor looked me in the eye and said.
black paranoia gone amuck. What g o vto Queen Victoria where he called them
.. You know Black H ist or y ~vl on th is just
cr nrncnt w ou ld del i ber ate ly disen franbarbarians and said they would die of
like a loop in a computer program:'
c h i s e a group by flooding drugs into
constipation without Chinese tea and
"How so." i asked suddenly interested in
their neighborhood'? That brings us to
rhubarb. She apparently didnt listen.
what he had to say. .. We l l .i us t l i ke a
another loop.
Two Opium Wars followed and while
lo o p. the same things happen in Black
You have won the sweepstakes for a
everyone was smoking dope in 1842
l i i st o rv Month over and over again. The
free trip on \VTNT. your hometown antiBritain stole Hong Kong and went all
m-:dia f1a'hs:...s,_p:llLp-LC.LUx.S:S---i)J~il1g..._a.nd
__ ~-fl-' ~ ou shoot at an .\frika.H-umaI+---+.t----~ radio station
On YOlJr dis=- Ollt at the Co.nven.tiun.of ) 898 by setting
Ro s a Parks and they top it ail off with
times'? That's right. ab s ol ut e lv nothing.
counted ticket. it states that vou can
up a 99 year lease rent free. The rest is
r ic t u rc s of Black people singing We
But here comes ~he loop. so ~ay atrcntime travel
so you decide to' book a
history. 0 f cou rse noth ing cou Id ever
Shall Ove r c o m c but in reality don't {ion,
flight on Haiti Airways for a round-trip _ happen like this again, i mean ask peot)\ e rcorn e
n o th i ng ,
Blacks pia) an
.\ series of articles. called the "Dark
to China. You arrive in the year 1838
ple: like Gary Webb. and Amadou Diallo.
i rn nor tan t role in h i s to ry that existed
Alliance" was pr i n t e d in the San Jose
and immediately start to look for the
But then again' who says the barbarians
~ e fo ret h c ins tit uti 0 n 0 f s 1a \ c r ~ ... Jus t
Me rc ur v \; C \\ sin ! 996.
rt .s aut h 0 r. res ide nceo f the h 0 nor able Lin Ts e - H s U were ever civilized. Ya'II come back
3~ i wa s going to say i knew e x a ct ly :n\e~ti~ati\~ r e p o r t e r Ga r y Webb.
whom you are supposed to be staying
now y a hear?
See you next t i m e !
\\ hat he mean tal ost sou I asked the con- dropped a born b s h e II by e x posi ng the
\\- i th for the ent i r ety 0 f your tri p. You
Peace ...
r-'·····,····,··_······_·············_···_····_·······

ductor if he was on the uptown L train.
While i let the conductor explain to the
man that he wasu 't. my eyes were drawn
to the front cover of the Daily News a
woman sitting next to me was reading.
And there she was. . .
She appeared smiling ina nifty new
business suit: famous for the fact that
she gave the president of the united
states a b lowjob as he discussed important issues with various heads of states'.
Yet. articles on Amadou Diallo are
pushed further into the
back of the'
newspaper in a vain attempt to erase the
latest casualty of a cruel capitalist state.
Questions are shouted.' Answers are
whispered. The halls of justice remain
empty \.. . h i le a nagging feeling remains
in the pit of your stomach that something is terribly wrong. Giuliani squeals
out defensive r e m a r ks pointing to what a
great job police are doing wh i le you
cannot escape the unmistakable whiff of
bullshit e\erytimehe opens his mouth.
'\ II the w hi l e co n sp i racy th eor ie s
abound. Eyes arc winked. giggles are
st i fI ed and sides are nudged w h i le the
co-conspirators try their b e st to convi n c e the 85 that the elimination of the
A fri k an race is far fetched under t his
one Io v c :'\C\\ Wo r ld Order. Yet. what
happens in the united states of america
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dred thousand of his followers were slain. until
mass pyres of burning woods and self-immoHindus, Muslims and Christians. One part,
lated in thousands. When Chittorgrah fell to
India, a declared secular democracy - Hindus
This is in reference to Mr. Khan's letter about alJ the streams were colored with blood,' as
Akbar, 8~OOO women committed mass suicide
came down from 870/0 in 1947 to 820,10· in "98;
the exhibit on India's millennium. The depic- "conquering troops plundered the wealthy capMuslims rose from 8% to 13%. Christians rose
tions are from history as recorded by the court ital ... booty so abundant, that every private (Elst, India s Holocaust). Women preferred
man
in
allied
army
became rich in gold, jewels,
death than face mass rape and slavery.
from 1.8°,10 to 2.90/0. India government funds
historians of the invading Muslim rulers and
etc."
_(Will
Durant,
The
~t~ry
of
Civilization:
_ _History _i~, !epl~~_ ~i_!h _~~ch _g~ry d~!~jls.
Muslim schools and pays for their Hajj pilfrom- iatemational historians; The purpose is to .
Nobody
is
blaming
anyone
for
past
misdeeds,
'..
gnmage.
ChriStians also get-grarlts-:-Hinau~tem- ---Volume
I)..
_
bring to public consciousness what religious
"Turkish chieftain, Mahmud of Ghazni,
but denial of such human misery is the signal of pies and schools get nothing.
hate can do.
alarm for future trouble, which flourishes in the
1947- JWe~) Pakistan: about 200/0 Hindus,
If Mr. Khan finds the pictures hideous, then slaughtered Hindus, pillaged their cities,
destroyed their temples and carried away the
process of carnage and denial. It emboldens
Sikhs and Christians; Today: below 2%. East
he may begin to feel a little compassion for the
perpetrators.
Pakistan (Bangladesh), 1947- Hindu, Buddhist,
people who lived that horrific life, and play his accumulated treasures of centuries." "Each
1990, in Bangladesh, 4,000 Hindu temples
Christians - about 38% - now 100/0 -. due to
role so that history is not repeated. Denial is not winter Mahmud descended into India, filled
treasure
chests
with
spoils:'
and
granted
his
were destroyed, Hindu women were raped and
pogroms. Both countries declared Islam as the
a solution. A climate of hate is ultimately a
the
"full
freedom
to
pillage
and
kill."
In
men
men
killed
in
thousands,
houses
were
burnt
state
religion. Neighbor, Afghanistan- 100,10
brewing ground for genocide.
Somnath, Mahmud killed all 50,000 inhabi- effecting a huge ethnic cleansing. In 1992, this
Hindus.
Sikh presence in 1990, after
It is unfortunate that Mr. Khan justifies the
Islamization - I %. The remaining must wear a
enslavement of a nation by talking of better tants. When he did spare civilians, he captured recurred again with 3,500 temples razed
yellow cloth piece, like the star of David Jews
(H indu-Buddhist-Christian Unity Council,
economy under the usurpers. Before Muslim them to sell as slaves. (Durant; Shames Shiraj
Communal. Discrimination. in Bangladesh,
wore at Nazi camps.
invaders, Chinese scholar Fa-Hien stayed in Afif, Tarikh-i-Ferozshahi.y.
In 1195. when Hindu Raja Bhirn, Gujarat was
1993; Giani (The disgrace); Parishad Barta):
This letter is a search for the truth, to examIndia for 3 years. He describes With admiration
attacked.
20,000
prisoners
were
captured,
and
Pakistan followed suit, The argument wasthat
ine callous insensitivity as shown to Hindu victhe "wealth and prosperity, the virtue and hapin
1202
at
Kalinjar
"50,000
were
captured
and
a mosque in India, built by the ruthless invader tims who suffered for a 1000 years. A white
piness." of the Hindu people and "the social
of
those
were
made
slaves
and
were
comall
Babur, was unfortunately destroyed in 1992.
Afrikaner may justify the reign of torment in
He was
and religious liberty," of the time.
South Africa by theorizing that black nations
"astonished at the number, size and population pelled to embrace religion of their Muslim The mosque,' not facing Mecca and locked
since early 20th century, was a victory symbol
had internal wars and sometimes white
iof great cities. at the free hospital and other master to whom they were allotted." (Hasan
Mizami,
Taj-i-Maasir;
circa
1860,
p.
231;
on
Hindus
by
Babur,
upon
the
destruction
of
Afrikaners
were also killed by blacks. But
lcharitable institutions." "At the number of stuMohammed Qasim Farishtah, Gulshan-iHindu Lord Rama's temple (Lal, Historicity of quarreling factions don't give barbarians right
ldents in the universities and monasteries."
Ibrahimi
Tariq-i-Farishta,
18~5.
p.
53)
the Mahabharata and Ramayana.1988).
to invade. subjugate and destroy people in their
Yuan Chwang also chronicled "a pleasant pic"Sultan
Mohammed
killed
so
many
Hindus
that
. However, can one legitimize the spoils of barown land.
[ture, significant of India's repute in other
words
of
a
Moslem
historian
'there
was
in
the
Those living in free. countries might pray that
barianism?
llands:' When Muslims sacked Kananj, just in
s
of
his
royal
pavilion
and
his
constantly
in
front
Mr. Khan has quipped as to what his "'beloved
religious minorities in Islamic countries may
lone town in 1018 AD they "destroyed 10.000
civil
court,
a
mound
of
dead
bodies
and
a
heap
Hindu
brothers~'
are
doing
in
India
today.
live in safety as brothers. Non-believers do not
jtemples:' "The Mohammedan conquest of
Previously undivided India. at the threat of deserve death. One's own religion is not to be
[India is probably the bloodiest story in history," of corpses."
Due to the crueltv
. of the Muslim invaders. bloodbath by Muslims to Gandhi, was ~c- imposed upon others as the only way to God.
~Cbwang states
One ~xample -' When King
Hindus women, at the sign of defeat. organized tioned into three parts along rdigious lines:
Rama Raja was captured and beheaded. "a hun-
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Home Buyers Have Difficult Time
Finding Available Properties
Dow Continues to' Break R~cords.· The

Dow Jones IndustriaTAverage' rallied on
March 15' as Blue' chip stocks pushed the
index up 82.42 points to a record close of
9958.77. The Dowis' slightly, more than 40
points shy
the 10,000 mark.

By Dov Gertzulin
Business Editor

of

home-building authorizations in January 1998.
according to the U.S. Census Bureau. However.
in January 1999 they. had a whopping 571. a
gain of 18 percent.
The Nortons haven't been picky about
choosing a home either. Pattie. and her husband
have already extended the amount they are

market is extremely overpriced right now. and
inventory is very low:' complains Ms. Norton.
It's not just buyers who feel real estate values are at nosebleed levels. even brokers are
surprised. "This is perhaps the biggest bubble
I've seen in a decade,"· said Howard Rosen..
manager of BKR Realty, a real estate finn that

IMFand Brazil. Reach' Accord. The

New Housing Units Started

International Monetary Fund reached
an
.
agreement. with Brazil for its receipt of an
additional $9 billion in financial aid. Theaid
is part of a $41.5 billion package designed to
help re<fuce"Brazirs inflationvand federal
deficit Theplan calls for Brazil to raise taxes
on businesses and financial institutions.
"

(J anuary 1996-J anuary 1999)
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Consumer Spending Ticks Up. Consumer
spending went up in' February as retail sales
jumped 0.9;·· rnarking.·.tbe seventh-straight.
month of growth. These numbers indicate
that the United States remains strong despite
a weak. global economy.

800
JAN

Mortgage Rate On.the Rise.'Mortgage.rates
continue to rise according to Freddie Mac
(NYSE:FRE), a mortgage reseller. For the .

MAY SEPT

96

week"cii~51ar-clllZ; 1mefSt~t~mt"""aw

JAN

MAY

97

.0 Single Family

30-year~fi;ed'·loany·Jumpe1r"to'·:'vfi" r~percent'"

III

from last week·s7.06 percent.

Total

SEP

JAN rv1AY

SEP

98

JAN
gg

S e aso n a HyAdj uste ~
Annual Rate
Source: U. S. Bureau of Census

F ebru:aryUoem·,lOyin~nt Rises. According
to the Labor Departmeilt,' the' unemployment
rate rose to 4.4 pe;rcent in February up from
4.3 percentinJanWllY~,"

willing to spend on a house from $220,000 a
few months ago, to $400,000 currently. It's just
that this country's housing market is very tight.
especially in Merrick. "The Merrick housing

E R

T

3 6

u.s. Housing Market Hot

specializes in mid-priced Long Island housing.
"I practically have people lined up at my office
door in the morning. begging me to get them

C ontinued on Page 16

Newman Real Estate Director
Addresses Finance StUdents
Discusses Real Estate Opportunities

-

surveys, architects. and other planning. At
ty accumulated to push. large scope projects.
times projects did not receive building permits
REITs specialize in retail space' and business
Senior Staff Writer
causing heavy losses to the initial backers.
offices and tend to stay away from residential
- ---';Re;i -~statetOday-iS a rapidly changfni -- - "-In ffiepast five years more funds are com~--pr6jects~-w1rk1J-due-lO-T eT1ll:0IltJ 01, usually
- .. - - --world. and opportunities are available to
ing from the public. mainly in the form of yield smaller profit margins. Wollman also sugBaruch graduates in this field," were the openREITs," continued Mr. Wollman. Real estate
gested that these segments are saturated, and
ing words of Henry Wollman, director of the
in~tment trusts are firms such as Boston
that translates to smaller REI~ profits.
.
Steven L. Newman Real Estate Institute: Mr.
Properties and S..L. Green, which raise funds
"Graduates can tum to pnvate companies.
Wollman spoke in a meeting of the Finance and
for real estate projects from the public. "When
or public companies. The differences between
Economy Society which was held on Thursday,
you buy a share it is not necessarily a part of a
them' are big. as if there is a wall between
March 4, during club hours.
site, but a part of a company, which is in the
them," continued Wollman. In the public sector
In his presentation, Mr. Wollman covered a
there are two main career paths. The first is
_variety of- topics. He started by describing
with investment b~k~ in areas such as ass~t
trends related to· the financial markets which
management or raismg money- through public
back real estate' projects, and the jobs they
offerings. The other path is working for a REIT
offer. He continued. by sharing his own experiin their financial departments. where they. try to
ence in real estate. Toward the end of his presassess the profitability of projects.
entation he spoke about development of the
"In the private sector there are four main
institute. and announced the appointment of an
career paths." The first two are with commeraccomplished academic director in November
"
cial brokerage firms and commercial banks.
1999.
These entities' main concerns are to connect
Mr. Wollman started his' address by dissources of capital to projects, or' actually
cussing the situation ten years ago, right after
fi~ance a .pr~j.ect ~ith their own ~?~ey. T~e
the crash of the financial markets in 1987. "Up
business of real estate." he added.
third path IS With private firms that mrtiate projuntil ten years ago, real estate projects were
From 1992 till 1998 REITs were very popects b~t with privat~ funds: usually the.ir pr~jfinanced with private equity, or by cash
ular as they offered above-average returns. That
ects will be smaller m scope and f~r residential
reserves of big corporations." he said. This stopped in 1998 when the REITs' returns stood
purposes. The fourth and last pa~h IS f~r .gradumethod was problematic since these 'investors
at about.l1 percent. some even went bankrupt. i ates wh? have ent~eprene~rJ.a.1 SPlrJ~ and
had to incur the burden of financing until they
The main reason for smaller profits of the
enough VISion and patIence to InitIate theIr own
received- a building permit. Only then could
REITs, Mr. Wollman explained. is that they
projects.
.
- they get a loan from a commercial bank. These flourished after the economy recovered-frOID.- _.
At- that pom~, Mr~\\,oll,!,arl ,~ent on !o _.
expenses are huge and include fees for ground the 1987 crash. In 1992 there was enough equiContmued on Page 16

By Shai Tzach.
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U.S. Economy Defies Historical Trends
and GlobalPressures
Economy Learns to Get Direct Like Dell
.

I

Michael Papilsky
Business Editor

architect helps: ,hiinmbiscareer>~We "buy
those lots in~the fanciest areasofWeStcbester.

When will the United States fall victim to
inflationary effects? When will our low unemployment and interest rates come back to haunt
us? For the moment it seems later rather than
demonstrating. hOw. patient ·:one·. soould" be in
sooner.
the real estate: btiSmess~ .
.. .
As the' world suffers from an economic
.' But:p{ofitS·aretl·t·Mi~:Wouman~sDnly": pri~
downturn. the United States continues to defy
ority-., "Webuilt "miXed': iooome:ooInes;sOme
historical trends by remaining in a boom marare·sold~··the'area·of6OOK:1md700K~:TwetltY
ket with unemployment at 30-year lows and
virtually non-existent inflation. The current
nine-year run of economic expansion is surpassing all expectations and cyclical trends in
relation to economic cycles. Having been
caught with our pants down in the eighties and
early nineties by Japan, we have recaptured the
lead in the world and now serve as an example
for reengineering and innovation in a newly
percent 'are .reserved for. people' with . lower
competitive global marketplace. The U.S. also
incomes:.' This is a,per.sonal.dCcisioo. that· I
continues to hold its lead in technological innomade," he said "lgrewup,in'&poQrhQuSe in
vation and services that are allowing it to mainBrooklyn.i ] was veTy ltickywiththe people
tain an exceedingly healthy economic environwho backed me. This is my way to help people
ment for a prdlonged period of time.
who are from the less affluent levels of socieAccording to the Labor Department. the
ty. This waytheycan enjoybetter living.concivilian labor force rate of unemployment stood
ditions such as better schools, better health
at a seasonally adjusted 4.4 percent for the
services,
lower crime."
month of February. up from 4.3 percent in
Toward the end of .his.presentation, ,ML
January. While srill at record lows. the slight
Wollman spoke about the Newman Real Estate
increase from Januarv to Februarv
. has manv.
Institute in which' he has served as director
betting that the Federal Reserve will not raise
since its establishment in 1995. According to
interest rates at its next meeting on March 30.
the institute's brochure, it was established with
The Federal Reserve had lowered rates in late
an endowment gift from. William and Anita
1998 in an effort to protect the U.S. economy
Newman in memory of their .son, Steven
from the global meltdown currently making its
Newman, a 'third-geaerationBaruch ~e.
way throughout the rest of the world.
The institute offers courses in subjects such as
Following the Fed'srate cut. it had been feared
law of real estate transactions and real
. , estate
that the U.S. was knocking on inflation's door
valuation and appraisal.
due to the fast pace at which it was growing and
"About 30 students declared real estate as
unemployment was falling. The February
their major," Wollman said. "Until now they.
increase was the first since November and indiwere swimming in a sea of uncertainty. That
cates that the U.S. economy stilt seems capable
wilt.. chal'l.g~ .. ~ .. ~':lrd~,~?',.. ?'9.glf;l~mtc .. "diI,e<;.tPf,
of self-correcting.
Fed Chairman Alan
JohnGoering, will.be..here." .
Greenspan commented on' March 9 that there .
Mr. Goering will serve as the new acahave been "no obvious signs of emerging inflademic director for the B.S. Program in Real
tion pressures."
Estate and Metropolitan Development.
According'to Mr. Wollman, Goering is a
prominent personality in the U.S. real estate
sector and currently works with the
Department
of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) in Washington DC.
Students raised some questions to better
understand the roll of REITs and appraisals.
Harold Morgan, the vice president of the
Finance and -Economics Society,
a real
estate major, was pleased with the presentation. "My main concern.was.to.intrnduce.the
opportunities that real estate has to offer to our
At the same time that we have seen a
members who were locked
Wall Street as a
healthy economic environment with low inflacareer path," Morgan said. He summed up the
tion and unemployment. there has also been
meeting by saying, "According to the- feedback
staggering growth in productivity. The Labor
that I got from our mem hers, I understand that
Department recently revised its productivity
this presentation Was veryenlightening,"
rate, a measure of the speed at which U.S.

=!!i:~J!S

workers produce goods and services. The productivity rate rose 4.6 percent in the quarter
ended December," up from a previously
announced 3.7 percent. "This is the magic bul.let that allows us to have strong economic

Unemployment rate, 1989-99 (smsonallyadjusted)
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"This is the magic bullet that allows us to
have strong economic
growth with low
inflation. "
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By Syed A. Bokhari
Senior Staff Writer
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automation and use-of computers.
growth with low inflation," said James
Dell now relies heavily on the Internet to
Annable. a Chicago-based economist at Bane
conduct
its business. By doing so they are able
One Corp. "If we can continue to get these
to boost sales while cutting costs by riot having
productivity gains. we can keep this Goldilocks
to add many sales 'or service representatives.
economy going.'
For its fourth quarter ended January 29. Dell's
The fourth quarter productivity rate is the
best since a 6.2 percent productivity increase in . Internet sales were running at $14 million per
day. Annualized, that adds up to over $5 billion
the fourth quarter of 1992. For alI of 1998, proper year in Internet based sales, over 28 percent
ductivity grew by 2.2 percent. up significantly
of the $18.2 billion it sold last year. The comfrom 1.2 percent in 1997. When workers are
pany expects to be doing hal f of its business onable to produce goods and services at a faster
line by by the year 2000.
--~_..
rate. companies can boost profits and inerease
These methods have made Dell the most
pay to employees without passing along higher
productive and profitable PC maker. For its
prices to consumers. As a result of the year-end
most recent' quarter, the company reported an
surge in productivity, unit-labor costs, a closely
watched gauge of wage inflation. fell 1. J perincrease in earnings of 55 percent. greater than
cent.
the 38 percent revenue increase it experienced.
For its fiscal 1999, Dell reported an earnings
Technology and Internet related companies
increase of 64 percent compared to a revenue
are responsible for much of the recent productivity gains. and have also benefited from these
increase of only 48 percent. Dell directly
attributes these gains in sales and more imporgains themselves. Dell Computer Corporation.
a manufacturer of PC based computers, is well
tantly earnings to its Internet related sales and
known in the computer industry and on Wall
support effort and lean manufacturing pracStreet for its management practices and use of . tices.
technology to spur its productivity. Through
Companies like Dell Computer make it
the use of computerized ordering and manageclear for us to see how the U.S. is able to mainment DelI manages to keep its inventory at a tain low unemployment without pushing up
record low of six days. Dell achieves this by
inflation. It remains to be seen whether this
using build-to-order and just-in-time delivery
economic phenomenon can continue and how
methods in its manufacturing process.
long we can 'remain virtually unaffected by the
Dell for the most part. does not actually
economic crises in most of the world.
purchase the components for each computer it
WRITE FOR
builds until an order has been placed and effectively paid for in advance by way of credit card.
TICKER BUSINESS
Additionally. they pay their suppliers only
tickerbus @ usa. net
seven days later, allowing them to earn interest

t-appointing, to say the least. While sites such as
www.mlsli.com and www.thepagesite.com had
a plethora of choices, the Nortons found that,
most of the homes listed were either sold
taken otT the market. Spokespersons for both
sites declined to comment.
Next came the traditional real estate agents.

estate market is so tight they can act like
they're doing you a favor-it's terrible." Calls
anything decent in Long Island:' Rosen added.
to Prudential's office were not returned.
The Nortons began their quest for a new
Her second, and current real estate agent.
residence nearly half a year ago. "My husband
Select-a-Home, is "nice," though they haven't
and I got married and we were living in my
helped much in her quest. foranew residence.
house. but we wanted to do something togeth"The
only thing available is what no one else
er:' Pattie reminisces. The newlvweds also
wants, like a house I was shown with a jacuzzi
wanted to remain in the same town. Merrick.
in the kitchen. Who wants a jacuzzi in the
The Nortons liked Merrick for a number of reakitchen?" laments Ms. Norton. And even when
sons. but principally for its top-of-the-line
the young couple did find a house they liked, so
school district. In fact. Microsoft Home
did a dozen others. and it quickly turned into a
Advisor. an online real estate buying guide.
fierce bidding war. "There is more than one
rates Merrick in the top 20 percent of all school
bidder on anything decent. People are getting
districts in the country.
their
asking prices the same day of the open
The couple \\ as looking for a residence that
house:' Ms. Norton 'said.
at the least had everything Pauies house curSelling her Merrick home is the one area in
rently offered. This includes four bedrooms,
which Ms. Norton is having success. One day
two bathrooms. a formal living room and dinshe had six people inquire about it. and she rouing room. and a finished basement. "We aren't
-------~- ------ - -----.----tinely
sees cars outside her home contain ing
looking for anything extravagant. just a nice
home buyers and agents.. She paid $157.000
though they didn't help much either. First: Ms.
home in which we can build a family in:' said
Norton
contacted
Prudential's
Long
Island
three
years ago to buy it: now her lowest offer
Ms. Norton.
office. but she soon dropped them as an agen~.
is $220.000.
So the Nortons began their search. first
Is there any hope for the Nortons in the
"Prudential was pushy, and tried to talk me into'.
scouring the Internet real estate sites. hoping to
bypass-a brokers-fee-Butthe Internet was dis-- .seemg.trotnes L really didrr't want;" recQunts"--foture? "Long lsland.reai estate will slow down Ms. Norton. "Because the Long Island real
soon, maybe [in] a year or two,': said BKR's
Contmued from Page 15
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"Because the
Long Island real estate
market is so tight they
can act like they're
doing you afavor-it's
terrible"
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Rosen. However, if the economy turns. with a
spike in the unemployment or interest rates, the

"Historically, when
interestrates rise,
the demand in the
housing market slows
considerably: "
waiting period may be far shorter.
"Historically, when interest rates rise, the
demand in the housing market slows considerably:' said Howard Ross, professor of finance
at Baruch College's Zicklin School of
Business.
Whenever the economic slowdown may
come, it will probably be too late for the
Nortons. "If we don't find, a house within the
next few weeks, we are stopping to look," Ms.
Norton said. "We vare sick of the whole
-process."
~-.
- - -- - - .
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ROCKS THE HQU8E-

THE ALEXANDER STRING QUARTET

1~1·.r\_,--~

1989 1900 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 19~ 1991 1998 19~
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Cu:rmt PqrolM:i.t:n ~
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on the-moneyprior-topaying-back their suppliers. Dell continually revises its manufacturing
processes to increase productivity and return on
equity. to' do so they usually reduce their
inventory or capital requirements and increase
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One may think that the arts have little chance to thrive at a business-dominated college
such as Baruch. This is certainly not the case. As part of Baruch's commitment to the arts as an
integral part of a business education. THE ALEXANDER STRING QUARTET has maintained
a residency at Baruch College for over a decade.
THE ALEXANDER STRING QUARTET performed the entire cycle of
BEETHOVEN QUARTETS over the course of two Sundays, March 7 and March 14. 1999. Both
performances took place at Merkin Hall in
New York's Lincoln Center district. Robert
Greenberg, a composer and lecturer. offered
a commentary prior to each performance.
The quartet is comprised of violinists
GEf·~·1.\,(; }ASe and FRF.DFRICK I.lFSITZ. violist P·I CL l/! RBROl/(; H and cellist SASD}H1L)·OX. The quarter has gained
worldwide acclaim for its interpretations of
the works of Beethoven.
A:-. a part or i ts residency at Baruch
College. THE ALEX:\:\DER STRING
'. RTET vtstrsthecottegetwice a-year.
. spending several days making rounds to regularlv. scheduled music classes, giving stu'.. '"
dentsand --professors' a' mre-1lrst-nand'1ook'
into their area of study. As an added bonus:students enjoy a rare opportunity to witness aTLiIT realization of their original musical \\ orks as performed by this outstanding quartet. Students in the
\ arious harmony classes offered by the music department had their own pieces performed by THE
ALEXANDER STRING QlJARTET. This proved to be an exhilarating experience for the stulknb and professors involved.

-

~

And where would any relationship be
without the constant meddling advise of the
girlfriends and a mother that knows best? As
Omar and Diane confront their insecurities con- .
fusions. they both receive a constant stream of
advice from friends and family. This leads two
of Diane's friends. and her mother to thinks that
it's up to them to judge if Omar is the right man
for Diane.
This play addresses issues which are
a major concern to modern society.
How
acceptable is it for a man to want his wife to do
all the cooking and cleaning? Can a woman
love a man and yet not be in love'? The play
also tackled a few social cliches- fidelity, the
instinctual bonding nature of women. and
whether or not elders ai,wa~'s knows best. It
captured the audience £-;' addressing the issues closest to home. retaining their affection. and making them laugh at the same time. There was not a dull moment, and the audience was entertained
and interacted \.. ith until the standing ovation.
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One?

By David Lo
Arts Editor

For more information on THE ALEXANDER STRING QlJARTET. contact themu-cic department at (212) 387: 1330.

FOR THE LOVE
OF MY BLACK WOMAN
t

by Graceann Hall
Staff Writer

For The Love of My Black Woman
was funny. thoughtful and real. It explored
many of the issues facing the black family
today, including the ever-changing yet constant
conflict between men and women. Written and
produced by Tittus Walker, it opened with three
of the leading men singing, FOR THE LOVE
OF MY BLACK WOMAN in tribute. The
audience, consisting mostly of women,
responded with an overwhelming round of
applause and many nodding their heads in
agreement and saying, "That's right!" This
established the tone for the rest of the evening.
One of the most heart-wrenching scenes was in Act II. After a 15-year absence, an estranged
father (Billy) returns and seeks to reunite with the wife (Lois) and son he,left behind. Instead ~f
the happy reunion, he found himself confronted by the past, and an angry and r~sentful son. HIS,
.
wife tells him, ""There is nothing here for you,
.
but what could have been," making him wish
that he could turn back the hands of time and
change what should not have been.
On a Iighter note, the play also toys with the
age-old fidelity issue of a man wanting to pur, sue every woman in sight. Another scene. which
had the audience engrossed, was one which
illustrated the deceptive ways of a smc oth-talking Casanova. This Romeo deceived women by
, 'telling them what they wanted to hear, while he
weaseled his way into their hearts. But fear not,
he received the ultimate sentence- 40 years in a
women's detention center. 'No mercy was
shown, , even as he begged, ""I am too pretty to
go to jail.':
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THE OTHER SISTER
by Chin Cal Ng
Contributing Writer

The Other Sister is' a romantic
comedy starring JULIEITE LEWIS as-Carla ~
Tate. a mentally challenged young woman who
is try ing to he independent and live a "normal"
life. GIOl ~-1l\U RIBIS, who appeared on
Friends as Phoebe's dirnwitted brother.
play s the mentally challenged boyfriend named
Danny. TO.\! SKERRllT and DIA.'\/E
~EATo.V play Carla's parents. who feel guilty
about sending her to a school for "special"
children.
The movie begins with the family
preparing. for Carla's return from school after
being away for the past ten years. The first
conflict occurs \\ hen Carla \\ ants to fulfill her
dreams of hay ing a job and leading a normal life like every one else. She knows that she'll
need a high school equivalency diploma to do that. However, her mother doesn't believe she's
ready or capable. Her mother feels that she is incapable of taking responsibility for herself
and is a constant source of difficulty.
JULIETTE LEWIS and GIOI'Al\'1 RIBISI give great performances. In one particularly
charming and funny sequence. Carla and Danny plan their first sexual experience with the aid of
The Sel-f Joy of Sex. After watching this movie for a while. it becomes increasingly less important that these two people are mentally challenged. Director Gary Marshal does a wonderful job of relating the problems of Carla and
Danny to the audience with some impeccable
. comic timing. How many of us have had to
fight with our parents to get what we wanted?
How many of us have failed a class and
thought it w as the end of the world?
. These are
all problems we can relate to and this helps us
see that even though these people have some
unique challenges to overcome, there are some
things that none of trs can-escape from. This
is a wonderfully captivating movie that compels you to root for Carla and Danny as they
overcome all of the social stereotypes imposed
upon them h~ society.

is the father everyone wishes to have
a child. His son. is his world and ,he ~ants to see Blake
happy "for the first time since Catherine passed away. Since th~n, Blake S !lfe has fallen .apa:t
and he hasn't been able t> fit all of the pieces back together agaJ.,n. Osborne s appearance In hIS
life at this time is significant. She's everything that Blake would want in a woman and more.
When Osborne has to return to Chicago, Blake takes a while but eventually comes up. to visit
her. Blake cultivates a good relationship with Osborne's son, demonstrating his potential as a
_ husband ana father. Everything is blissfully perfect until Blake discov~s the letters inside
Osborne's cabinet. Naturally. the truth about <?sbome's intentions for first contacting hiin are

MICHELLE LEWIS: Little Leviathan
By Graceann Han
Staff Writer

'".......

In a decade when anyone with enough hype and studio technology (i.e. graphic equalizers, digitalsound machines and computers) can put out a CD. it was surprising to hear the actual voice of singer, MICHELLE LEWIS, on Little- Leviathan.
- - It's easy to confuse LEWIS' style with that of musical sensation JEWEL, when hearing
it for the first time. As the album progresses. that impression is quickly dismissed and a newfound
respect for her talent is gained. The main instrument on each single is guitar. backed by a gritty,'
hippie-like voice that is clear and direct.
The overall tone of the album is upbeat and relaxing., even though some of the lyrics
are about such depressing topics as high school, what life is like for the innocent on the streets of
New York City, and geekdom. The tone and style of Little Leviathan is accurately reflected in
the line, "He is a freak and you are a geek but it's okay. You have to love somebody." LEWIS'
debut album has been described as "a collection of songs lvllCHELLE was destined to write:' a
phrase th~t her publicist may want to coin.:

revealed.
Without telling all. Message in a Bottle would have been the year's best film if it
were not for the horribl; ending. It was uncalled for .and screams for a rewrite. This was the
movie's only flaw. Other than that, this was KEVIN COSTNER s and ROBIN JVRIGHT PENN's
best film to date. They easily out muscle their previous performances in Dances With Wolves
and Forrest Gump. As for PAUL NEWMAN, if he doesn't get an Academy Award nomination
for his role as Dodge. something is seriously wrong with. the voting committee. Newman steals
away the spotlight from the other two main characters. This is a film that only comes around
once every few years and should not be missed.

,

.

Message in a Bottle -

,

SO FUCKING WHAT!!
All fangs revealed!!!
By Hameem Kader
DJ DB: 'Shades of Technology
By Craig Murren

Contributing Writer

Contributing Writer.

Attitude has always been the identifying mark that METALLICA has left upon its fans
and critics. No matter how deified they have become over the years, the Bay Area thrashers still
strike thunder upon the stage with the same reckless attitude vented in filthy bars and local
metal clubs. Their more recent material strays far from conventional thrash and is totally unexpected from a band that grew up on the raw agg"ression of A/fOTORHEAD, DIAMOND HEAD,·
DISCHARGE and THE MiSFITS. METALLICA proves that live. honestmetal still roars and
rears its ugly head from the gut to feed famished head bangers.
This fact is 'wen documented in tneJr new nome vid: ~urinirig Sfunts. The ·yideo
looks over shows in Fort Worth, Texas, during the Load' tour. Cunning Stunts hit store shelves
a month or so after the long-awaited Garage, Inc. made its entrance. For those of you who have
it, and have been with METALLICA long enough to know what it's all about, appreciate that
Garage, Inc. is a double punch of old and new cover songs that pay tribute to the musicians
respected by METALLICA.
The lewd, bawdy, vulgar, depraved and drugaddled. SO WHAT (originally recorded by the
British punk band - THE ANTI-NOWHERE
LEAGUE). warmly welcomes the fans to Fort
Worth. This song has been exploited by
JIETA LLICA even at music award ceremonies
with all profanities and shamelessness kept
explicit and intact. SO \VHAT actually happens to be a cover favorite becaus~ it is retlective of the excesses of on-tour drinking. lechcrv_.. drug usage and all around incessant reve1ing in all forms of debauchery.
A barrage of fist-tight mct.d follow s SO
""HAT in tracks like CREEPING DEATH.
SAD BLiT TRUE, AIN'T M\ BITCH.
KING NOTHING, ONE, & FUEL. Tracks
ofr Kill "Em All and Ride The Lightning
a pear in ab~~~~n_c~:_ Sil~cc th~_ ,-~del~~~\\~)
and a halfhour" long. t\\O sho\\s at tort \'\orth
arc captured and nothing ebe j-; on it. Thi, \\ a"
,t link disappointing. There should havc been some backstage footage of c1ass~c ·\fFT..J.i f.IC~
I1cJonism (or at least clips ofsho\lws from other cities and venues). But alas. thl~ \\3S out~lde the

By David Lo
Arts Editor

Following a string of dreadful bombs such as Tin
Cup. Wyatt Earp. and The Postman, KEI"!\" COST\FR CllUIJ us; a box office smash to to jump star. his
career. Could Message in a Bottle be the long
aw ailed cure to COST\ ER s blockbuster lag:
Yes. indeed. Based on the best selling nov el b:
\'/L'!Jo!as Srrarks. ,\1essage in a Bottle heg.ins
\", itn Theresa O:::,borne {pJa~ ed h~ ROBJ.\·
JtR/(;!!T PL:\ F ar rest Gump) finding a
message in a D{"",:~.~ along the shores of a
beach lhc letter I" of unknow n origins and
addresses a \\ oman named Catherine in a
heartw arming \\ ay. She takes the message
to \\ here she \\ orks as a researcher at the
Chicago Tribune. While she has the letter
there. someone takes it w ithout her know ing
and it ends up being printed in the paper. The
response of the readers is 0\ erw helming. This
peeks Osborne's curiousity to find out the identity
of the \\ riter. After day s of arduous searching. she
not only finds CUlt \\ ho he is but also locates his \\ hereabouts."
"

Osborne journeys to North Carolina to meet him 10 person, (Garret Blake KE~"IX COST\FRl. At first. "he doesn't tell him ho\\ she kno\\s about him orthe message. Her curiosity bloss-oms into a keen anraction and they rail magicaTI) in !OH~. The stot) of Blake's relationship with
biS \\ :fe. Catherine. and ho\\ she past awa~ several ~ears ago due to an illness begins to slowly
tlm\ indo
I he romant·ic au~a radiating from hoth CO."iT.\F.R ana P£'I\:S' throughout the film IS so
na!:..:ral. the audience feels that the: are being dra\\ n into their romantic world.
\\'c are also Introduced to Blake's father. Dodge 'niayed~: p·ll!. \EW\1:f\'). Dodge

The album. Shades of Technology, (F-l11) was mixed by DJ DB, one of the most
respected drum and bass Drs in the world. DJ DB is known for his incredible skills. This album
differs from previous drum and bass mix albums. as e qua tty 0 t e trac 'S IS superior 0 rno
drum and bass albums that are out there presently. The album focuses on the roaring rolls, quiet
shudders. and furious noise explosions that define drum and bass, while adding trance-like
sounds that create a rare and enjoyable form of music. DJ DB is out (0 expand drum arid bass
music beyond the night clubs and underground scenes to ensure Breakbeat's continued influence
on the future of mainstream music. This album was definitely a step in the right direction. The
album creates a very mellow mood that is perfect for both small social gatherings and large concert-I ike parties. Its tracks are not loud and noisy. but won't put you to sleep either. The songs
are very "ear friendy," and are more than enjoyable for even the average music-lover.

THE

BO~VLIl\'G GREEN:

One Pound Note
By Spaceman Sy
Senior Staff Writer

When he's not making-soundtrack
music for acclaimed adult film director Wash
West. .H/.\KO WESTAfORELAND can be
found creating his unique brand of grooves
under the moniker of THE BOWLING
CREE'\". The GREEN 'S major-label debut
One Pound Note breaks the usual ··boomcha-boom-cha" techno-mold to present the
listener with a well-crafted l~ndscape of
di\ CI se illstl ulllelltal dallcc gIOOyes. TIIINI(
WHAT YOU'RE DOING incorporates tradi-' .
tional dance with sophisticated drum 'n' bass
stylings not heard in a long while. LIGHT
FROM A DIFFERENT SUN,
and
ASTRAKHAN are both light and enchanting
- the perfect music for dancing or sex.
STRANGE. one of the album's darker and hypnotic songs. contrasts quite well with the lighter
material at the front of the album. THE BOWLIt.:. C GREEN'S One Pound Note is an all-around.
excellent effort.

THE A UTU.MNS: The Angel Pool
By Tony Chen
Contnbutmg Writer

THE A UTUMN"S are remInIscent of a semi-CURE CRANBERRIES hybrid.
Nevertheless. theil lirst full-fength album, The Angel Pool, brings the sound of dream-pop to
truly mesmerizing levels. The subject matter of this album's amazing euphonious tracks ranges
from the agony of love to the withering estate of lost romance. Tracks such as THE GARDEN
ENDS. EMBRACING WINTER. and GLASS LULLABIES took me to the warm embrace of
a mid-summer's reverie where contemplation was the day's priority.
A CD's value can usually be judged by the number of songs on the album that can be
listened to over and over again. If a single good song can be sold by itself for about $3. any
album with three or more such songs is a good buy. The Angel Pool is an excellent buy for fans
of pop and new-wave genres.
_ .__ _ _ _
_

Cuny TV! Part 3!

From the last J issues: Reno and Rich and most of the OSL crew were broadcasting a In'e
show called Cuny TV But an aggravated Baruch Student has now taken over the Cuny skool
bus... And only one man can save them .
Norean: Oh mah gawd!'! We are so dead without Reno! Bob! You're
the security guard. Do something!
Bob the Happy Security Guard: Hell's no ' l aint get paid enough to
deal with this!
(He then stuns guns himselfand falls next to Melissa the Extra Loud
Cheerleader)...
Lem: Reno my boy. Don't look so gloom. The Cuny Police w ill deal
with this.
(Just then. 8 Cuny Policemen zoom by them on there Cuny issued police
bikes')
Reno: The Cuny Police?' Lern. I think that Pine-Sol you've been using
is getting to you. (Just kidding). But I haf 2 save mi frenz!! Hell! Whose gonna help mi stuff
envelopes!
(Just then. Jeannette pulls out of the 360 PAS BIg. on her newly issued super secretive prototype NASA G-X-Power bike')
-1 RENO: Hey! That gives mi an idea! Yo Jeannette! Did u kno dat they were having a 9g o/,J

___________- - - - - - -

the Perfect Film for Romantics

u

By Kiro21@yahoo.com
Senior Staff Writer
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sale over at Bradles?!
Jeannette: Really! <RRRRRRRRRRR! ZOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!!!>...
(Meanwhile on the Cuny skool bus..)
Julia: OH! OH! Stop the bus! Stop the bus! Ranchy One is having a 40% off on their chicken fajitas!!!
Postal Baruch Student: Sit down! Or I'll take away all of your sunflower seeds!
(Just then ALL OF THE Wall/fEN on the bus cringe. But then on the corner a/his side view
mirror, the Postal Baruch Student sees the Cuny Police closing in on the bus with their Cuny
bikes).
Corporal Commander: Men! Use protocol procedure #6 alpha!
(Just then theS bike men team with flashing police helmets break up their formation to form a -4
~ach side of the -busJ.---------~--- _.
Postal Baruch Student: You've got to be kidding me! 8 guys on ~ bike trying to box a bus
in?! This is so sad that is actually funnyl)
Corporal Commander; This is the CunyPolice! .Pull over now!
(Just then the Postal Boruch Studen: swerves the bus left and right knocking 'he Cuny Police 0.11
their bikes! But just as all hope was lost. ..)
(As Reno hangs on/or dear life on the back Jeannette's bike, travelingfaster than the speed of
light times 10, Reno manages to combine the CK's earring, Jomo s dental floss. and Robvn s
cell phone together into a...)
Somsiri: It's a bird?'
Janka: A low flying plane?
Norean: No! It's... !
(Just then the Postal Baruch Student gets up from driver 5 seat
which has been set on automatic speed of 23 miles pcr hour or
the bus will explode')
Postal Baruch Student: What the hell is going back there"?":
Who the hell is tha ....
(As the Back to the Future begins to play II! 'tlu: hackgi"fJund.
Robyn Gild CK simultaneouslv open the emerge ncv back skoo!
nus door Just then Reno launches himselffrom Jeannette 's
.
hyper-speed bike and flies through the doorfiring IJ//: h ame mudc
taser at the Posta! Baruch Studcnt')
Karlo and Veronna: )'es~ Werc saved! ~O\\ w heres Oprah'! We want 10 teil "our" "';t()r~
Reno: 1\0 were not safe : ct ' I he bomb dis bastard has attached to himself j..; a decoy ~
Rich: Then \\ here the rl'al romh then \ li..;..,ipn ill1rOs-..;ihk T\~m
Cruise?
1.·/.'1 (TL"l OIlL'
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Soura\!: He~. I said India ha~ a nuclear b<.mlh. but that Juc~n't
m~an that I kno\\ hm\ h) disarm one~
Everyone: Somsiri!
SQmsiri: Hey wail up OK! I'm e-maiiing u gu~::.. ~omething
here people! It's mad funn~ !
Reno: OK rm goin£ to try. to disarm the homb l1rst.
..
(As Reno gent~l' unscrev..:s [/le homh, he is greet hy tbe bomb s
strange foreign language on It-/llch WIre to Cllt).
Reno: Damn! It's \Hitten in Simakian! Quick Rich tell me
RAISE HELL!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~-------------------------1what
does dat say!
Rich: UMMMMM ... (Scratches his arse)... MADE IN SLOVAKIA...
Reno: U idiot! Arghhhhhhhhh! OK now were dead! You kno\\ ho\\ ~ our drunken people
do\\n therc design things under the mtluenc::~ ClK rm no\\ gonna hook lip SOJl1siri's lap top to
thc bomh in order ttl sio\\' the rimei do'.\- 11
Somsiri: He~! Don't hreak that lap top or Trac~ 's g.oing to kick m~ as<
(Just then as Reno was just ahout to cut the rall1hO\l" H'irc . Julia. whIle crllnc!I1J7g on sunflower
seeds loses her balance, trips and falls on top of Rich causmg a chain reactIOn ofa domino
effect ofeveryone else falling and cause Reno to cut the wrong wire.')
Andjust as Reno was going to Cllt another wire...the limer jumps to 1 se.,'ond. alld there IS
on~\' a bright flash ofheavenly light. ...tHe' e:\"d???
::..cope of this video.
.
..
Nevertheless. this video has its peaks of metal-head joy and In m) opInIOn those
Iilclude: the speedy thrashiness of CREEPING DEATH. the slo\\ pounding of SAD BUT
TRUE, the nomadic loneline.$s of WHEREVER I MAY ROAM and, of Gourse, MASTER OF
Pll PPETS. This song may sound gripping when it's pummeling out of your stereo. but ~vhen.
rla~ ed live its potency is conducive to many head-and-neck injuries. The sho\\ closes \\llth Kill
"Em All's, MOTORBREATH, and this happens atler the stage falls apart and a stage crew
dude sacrifices his flesh to the flames for METALLlCA. Oh. sweet insanity, wreak havoc. and

-
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to be continued...same kiro channeL.same kiro time...same kiro place.,.
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Rebirth
Teach 'me how to breathe again,
enlighten me to open up my heart,
Inspire my soul to show itself
Show me where to start.
A mindless reincarnation
My perplexed emotions seek
An inexperienced sense of feelings
that this time I'd like to keep
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I'll give myself in, I'll trust you
I'll blindly follow you until the end
Just promise not to fade away
And throwaway the moments we will spend.
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CLEVE S. LANGTON
.D_ .orldwlde Communications

BERND H. SCIIMln
columbia unIVersity

-Sara Garibaldi

STEPHEN GOULD
Baruch COllege

Under the Moonlight

\Vednesday~

,,--

12:15-1:45 Pl\l
Room 1200 - 360 Park Avenue South

Standing under the Moonl ight
Waiting tor 111: t(H ed one
°10 xncnd our nicht
Hop i ng it w ill he fun.
~

~
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April 14th, 1999

(Sandwiehes & Drinks Served)
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We \\ alk hand in hand
Tow ards the ocean hav
Sink ina our feet deep ·into the sand
\\"\..)n . . lcrj nu \\ hat \\ C
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keep" ,-a~ ing that ! c.mt be captured.
thc~ til'd u-, ur. put Ilk' In the front.
told ux tl) ....valk. \\C \\'~l." &Oln~ on a hunt.
three months later I hit the tuck ina coast
after six dungeons and fi\ e fucking post
throughout the continent of Africa
,
while some pale face is saying get to the back of the boat
the chance to escape is remote
packed under the deck where I almost chocked
on my breath, the stench is ridiculous
all the while I'm hoping. these strange faces keep sticking us
with their tools, inspecting the goods
taking us beyond where .they say that we should
make good money on the auction block
all the while i'rp praying that the ship won't dock
so tell me, should I stay on board or jump into the sea
rather than to face what lies ahead of me.
\\ hilc
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the I h\ thrn o: our heart"
...

The <ound- of the ocean

,-U

calm

Bc lic . ing we \\ III never part.

'Suddenly- on mv dark silky hair
He sees a beautiful white flake
Lifting)t. it is snowing. it appears
So I give nlY head a shake
To get the drifts out of my hair.
~

How I wished we could stay out all night
Just him and me
To share this wonderful moonlight
And snowy white drift with me.
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THE FINEST IN HOUSE REGGAE, LATIN, R&B, eTC.
10110 SQUARE FEET OF DANCE & PAATY SPACE

'MUSIC BY OJ PHeeL·REEL & OJ WILl. R -

**

OPEN WEDNESDAYS & THURSDAYS 9 PM to 4 AM
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS 10 PM to 4 AM
ADMISSION VVEDNESDAYS & THURSDAYS $10.00
,
FRiDAYS & SATURDAYS $15.00
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SPECIAL GROUP RATES prOF( FAATERNlTtES & SORORITIES
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581 VYEST 157th STREET (OFF BROADWAy)
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
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-Rafael Muniz
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-Silverrav@yahoo.com
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A SAFE PLACE TO COME & PARTY
FULL SECUFm'Y STAFF ON DUTY
DRUGS & ALCOHOL FORBiDDEN

'11
11
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FULL JUICE & SNACK BAR
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TICKER ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT MARCH 17, 1999
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TICKER' ARTS &t ENTERTAINMENT MARCH 17, 1999,
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Open House/
Young Professionals
Career Evening·6
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'THE STEVEN L~NEWMAN
,REAL ESTA,TE INSTITUTE

i

1

.

•

.,Monday lVIarch22, '1999

.'.
00
,5:3-,7:': :',.·pm

OPEN HOUSE

a 3CAREER' EVENING

Held at 1·51 East ;~6th Stretlt, Room 763
Come join the School Df PublicA.ffairs· Open
,Ho·use
th_B.S. in .Rtlal· Estate & Metropolitan
Development and.8 roundtable discussion on

Contact:·

:'or

,

-

•

MORTGAGE BROKERAGE II'
GRADUAnON ELIGIBILITY:
.You mustfile an APPLICATION FOR DEGREEfonn with the Registrars Office
.
in your final semester in order to be eligible to graduate and to be included in the
commencement program.

Newman Institute YoungProfess;ona/. :Ca'reer Evenings

.A s.eries_of.eight JnQl)~th-JYlJo.u!-Jong presentations
end
--. discussions, over sandwiches and sodas, with young teeders ot tne real estate indus·try in Ne·w York. Tbes« evenings
-.

}

-:- ---.

-

.-

-

---

.-~--

--

.

are especially planned for Beruch/Newmen Institute students considering careers in real estate. Each presentation
.lJighlights a different component of the metropolitan eres ~

i

I
Ii

real estate industry.
-Leern ebout ditierent kinds of real estate jobs
*Ask questions about what you would, be doing on
the day you start work
~-Mee: both recent college graduates and the prime
vounq teedership of the real estate industry
••

YOUNG PROFESSIONA.LS CAREER EVENJlvGS
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PIr waiterlWaitress needed,
Lunch/weekends.Close roximity to
Baruch College Campus. Employer
Baruch Alum. For more info call

MQ/lthly ,
_ . ~ . _._ __
__.. _..
5:30-7:00 pm September 1998 - May 1999

212-683-2323

MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
Sell Kodak Spring Break 199 Trips

Watch for dates on each month's poster announcement

.-

HIGHEST COMMISSION-LOWESt
PRICES

For reservations
end to RSVP .
.
Contect Sara Hilska at 802..5940
.:" ,'...-, ..
-'.;
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No Cost To You .
Travel FREE including food,
drink & non-stop
parties!!!
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WORLD CLASS VACATONS
1998 STUDENT TRAVEL PLANNERS
"TOP PRODUCER'"
1-800-222':4432
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debit more 'from Mitch en who as I have contmoouslyb8rped on,
.
refuse s to play at his talent level. I must be clear that I am in no
way imply ing that the loss rests squar ely on Hollo way's shoul ders! There were so many factor s, includ ing that Baruc h, had 23
turnov ers! That numb er is insan e in a playo ff game !!
. One last critici sm is that the States men never really had a
strong half-c ourt game. The bulk of their point s came off of fast
break oppor tunitie s. Period ically , as is expec ted, there were
plays durin g the seaso n withi n the half-c ourt set that led to a
.
John Perco dani trey bomb or a lay-up under the baske t for Niall
Berna rd but that did not mater ialize again st CSi. I so much want
to say that the playe rs did not p lay hard but I would be lying. The
playe rs were trying but they were not execu ting - there is ahug e
difference. '
The, loss to CSI also knock ed the Baruc h States men out of the
berth for the NCAA s. The team did qualif y for the E.C.A .C tourname nt where Baruc h defea ted Kean colleg e (64-5 1) in the first
round . Baruc h was led by Dave Thom as who had 20 Pts and 12
rebou nds. In the secon d round , the States men lost to Mont clair
St. (56-5 3). The. loss saw two of Baruc h's senior s, Scott
Hollo way and Joe Liber ato reach caree r .miles tones. Hollo way
with his 23 points . passe d Gerar d Mille r as Baruc h's all-tim e
leadin g scorer at 1543. Liber ato place s third all-tim e with t"505.
As for the future, the Baruc h baske tball team will lose four of
its core playe rs due to gradu ation: Scott Hollo way, Joe Liber ato,
.
John Perco dani and Niall Berna rd. And while a cham pions hip
would have helpe d Rank is's attem pts at recrui ting imme nsely,
there are still some vel)' talent ed playe rs left. Leona rd Mitch ell
will be asked t'? carry more respo nsibil ity as will G. Olive r
_--;
......ho has been "cr)' tentat ive ahout show casin g his abil..:_
it)'. Lou Perno is anoth er playe r that shoul d becom e a very good
", 'i~
talent at this level. Of cours e, C. Dave ~.o~as still h~.:~:::-~.,

By Keny atta Pious
Sports Editor

•

It's a strict rule of thumb that the write r alway s remai ns in
the third perso n while cover ing sports . I am going to break this
mold becau se I find that I canno t conve y the disdai n I feel without the voice of the first perso n. I'm confu sed and still unabl e to
accep t what I saw at the CUN Y semi- final game that featur ed the
Baruc h States men versu s the Colle ge of Staten Island (CSI) .
This game was highly antici pated becau se CSI beat Baruc h
(70-6 1) in an earlie r match -up and becau se our States men. for
once. were the favori te since they entere d the game with the best
CUNY record with only two confe rence losses! Not to menti on
the indivi dual achie veme nts: Scott Hollo way was name d the
MYP (most valua ble playe r) of CUNY : Josep h Liber ato -and
Hollo way were name d as CUNY first team all-sta rs: Leona rd
Mitch ell was name d as a CUNY secon d team all-star: and last
but certai nly not least. coach Ray Rankis was named th-e "Coac h
of the Y~ar.··
So it was \ cry clear that the team had a date with histor y and.
would win Baruc h's first CUNY title. AfteralL Baruc h is the
only team to not win a title '! Ifall of these things were not incenrive enoug h then I do not know what could have been.
The game opene d with two quick baske ts from Scott
CST
I 10110way and by the half Baruc h had a 37-33 lead over CSI.
seeme d-a bit dazed and I remem ber thinki ng that the States men
had just 20 minut es to glory. 20 minut es to being possib ly the
greate st team that has ever playe d at Baruc h.
no
SOR1ev..hlir~ b~t'\ecn my vision s of Baruc h prowe ss and
class for Baruc h studen ts becau se at long last we had won. CSI
moun ted an attack that left Baruc h reelin g. AU that was left were
playe rs lookin g at the score board in, disgu st and humil iation .
And for its part. the shot clock stared back at the States men with
defian t humo r: Baruc h 55 - CSf 62.
When I spoke to coach Rank is. he was quick to point out that
he kit may be he shoul d not have used his usual rotatio n when
Baruc h led h~ 10. In other \\ ords, Ranki s norma lly subst itutes
his starte rs out to give them a rest early in the game. It was during this stretc h of time that CSI starte d to believ e it could win. I
disag ree becau se I think that the bench playe rs shoul d have been
ready to play. It would be differ ent ifRan kis had starte d to shorten his rotati on prior to the CSI game. As it stood . playe rs knew
that they would see some playin g time and for that reaso n alone
1 think Ranki s was correc t to contin ue to use his regula r routin e
of substi tution . Earlie r this year I likene d the Baruc h team to the
Kentu cky Wildc ats of two years ago. becau se every single player that came in was ready to play and was a threat .
In the first game again st CSt Hollo way was shut down with
a mere six points: in the semi- final game . Hollo way had eight
points at the half and eight- Point s at the end of the game.
Hollo way shot 4-13 and was not a factor . I felt that Hollo way
was forcin g the action and yes. there were a coupl e of phant om

left andr e wiH-<:ooti.Rue.to beccm e.ben er; .... _.....~.n
The worst part of this loss for me-is that as -a fomle f 'Baru ch
States man, I know the kind of dedic ation that is involv ed in
playin g a sport. I know about the long practi ce hours , the team
argum ents, the days every thing you put up is short or long and
the lack of sleep and lack of time for home work (serio usly). But
I also know about the friend ships and the winni ng. I guess I am
so upset becau se for so long I have lived vicari ously throu gh this
team. I have wante d to laugh just once at those teams that beat
Baruc h repea tedly and this year we had a chanc e to not only
laugh but to drown out all the wails of all those teams that tried
so hard to win. In hinds ight, my vice, ifyou can call it that, has
been my thirst for the win and I have to keep the faith that it will
..• _ • •

. '-' - -..... ~.

Hollow ay absor bs the contac t and scores. (Baru ch Press) .

calls. but I think if he squar ed himse lf to the baske t and let the
game come to him he would have playe d much better. The other
probl em was that Hollo way didn't really get anyon e else
.
jJ1vQlved.
The perso n to get involv ed shoul d have been C. Dave Thom as
who had a break out game with 18 Pts and 14 rebou nds. Anoth er
option was the peren nial workh orse in Joe Liber ato who had a
solid 14 Pts and 12 rebou nds or Mitch ell who also had a strong
game with 12 Pts and 14 rebou nds. I did, howev er. expec t a lit-

.....--'-'11I

~

come soon.
In parting, Ranki s has said to me that the greate r point to make
is that Baruc h has 'adva nced to becom e a veryg ood.t eam. The
States men are no longe r a team that oppon ents want to play for'
an easy win. The challe nge is to build off of this seaso n and to
stomp out the tende ncy to becom e the medio cre team of yester year. Good luck to all the senior s and thank s for the memo ries.
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C he er le ad er s W
By Keny atta Pious
Spans Eduor

While the mcns and worn cns baske tball
teams both lost in the Cl 'NY tourna ment. the
Baruc h cheer leade rs won AGAI N! This year
make s it 12 conse cutive )- ears that the cheer leadin g team has dom inated the comp etition .
Every year the team is bomb arded with injuri es
and/o r sched ule confli cts but \\ hen it absol utely matte rs. the team perfor ms.
A good exam ple is that the team had to enter
the comp etitio n witho ut two teamm ates. Hann a
Burris and Catrin Solis. The two cheer leade rs
were hit hy a drunk driver in a messy car accident. Lucki ly for both girls they escap ed with
their lives. The rest of the team was scarre d so
badly that comp etitio n was almos t cance led.
But "like good perfor mers. the cheer leadin g
-tearn .went into comp etitio n and. moreo ver.
vowe d to win the conte st for their two exten ded family memb ers.
One would think that with the team' s track
record it can just show up to the comp etitio n
and expec t a win but it is the exact oppos ite.
ge of Yvette
The team. under the super b tutela.
•
i
Forge s. know s that so many teams are g~nn mg
for its crown . Perha ps it's becau se 'of this reason that the team spend s exten sive time on

five girls and that mean s that there is less for
-~e~t';iiorsandjudge s to appre etate aesthe ttcally.
Anoth er real reason the team wins is that it
alway s picks music that is curren t with the
crowd. Topic al music acts as a cataly st for that
initial roar from the specta tors. But beyon d the
music . the girls have an energ etic "we canno t
be defea ted attitu de" that literal ly ·guara ntees
th~t they remai n undef eated. In fact the only
conte nder in the comp etitio n was New York
City Tech which had the next larges t amou nt of
girls and nicely done chore ograp hy. New York
City Tech came in secon d. and it is impor tant to,
point out that its coach is none other than a former Baruc h cheer leadin g alumn us. Aziza h
Mash ariki.
The follow ing is the list of the 1998- 1999
cheer leadin g cham pions : coach Yvette Forges,
assist ant coach Tya Farrel l, Melis sa Walford
(Capt ain.at h year) , Whed ai Sheri ff (CoCapta in. 3rd year) , Oding a Neve rson (2nd
year). Gene vieve Maxw ell (2nd year). Donn a
and now assist ant coach Tya Farrell who is also
Ross (4th year). Kelly -Ann Ross (first year),
a mento r for the team. One of the secret s for
Chris tina Cantr es (first year), Gene va Rhabu rn
Baruc h's succe ss is that the team alway s has at
(first year). Raina Haye s (first year). Maya
least 13 young ladies. Numb ers make a big difLevy (first year), There se Cruz (first year),
ferenc e in comp etitio n becau se when the ladies
Catrin Solis (first year), and Hann a Burri s (2nd
_' do dance routin es or moun ts, they look symyear). --.
metri·cal. Team s like York .colle ge have about
---_ .

week days and week ends practi cing variou s and
often very diffic ult routin es. Keep in mind that
the team must also root for the men's baske tball
team in additi on to keepi ng up with all the
schoo l work that undou btedly moun ts up.
But the girls some how do it. Some of the.su pport come s from forme r Baruc h cheer leade r
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